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ABSTRACT

The nucleus trac~us solitarius, a nuclear column in

the medulla oblongata, plays an important role in

cardiovascular regulation. In particular, the subnuclei

nucleus commissuralis (NC) and nucleus medialis (NM) have

been implicated to be the sites of this regulation. The

ontogeny of the metabolic requirements in these subnuclei

studied in the postnatal Wistar-Kyoto rat (WKY) using

the 3H-2-deoxy-o-glucose (3 H- 20G) autoradiography

technique. The metabolic development of the same subnuclei

was then studied in the spontaneously hypertensive rat

(SHR) in which a state of elevated blood pressure is

genetically triggered to determine if the metabolic

requirements within the NC and NM are altered during the

development of hypertension.

It was found that the metabolic requirements in the NC

and NM of the WKY were not constant between 2 and 12 weeks

of age. A high level of metabolic acti vity at 2 and 8

weeks was contrasted by a lower level at 4 and 12 weeks.

The same trends of metabolic requirements found in the

normotensi ve rats were found in the SHRs; however, the

relati ve metabolic activity in the NC of 2 and 4 week SHRs

signif icantly higher than in the normotensive rat.

To extend the developmental studies and to examine the

possibility that structural differences in the NC and NM

between the two strains were responsible for the



differences observed in the metabolic requirements in the

NC of young hypertensive rats, the exchange vessel

densi ties and neuronal densities in the two subnuclei

quanti tated.

No differences in exchange vessel densities were found

in the NC and NM between 4- and 12-week-old rats, between

the NC and NM at either age, or between WKYs and SHRs.

Neuronal densities in the NM were generally higher

than in the NC of both WKYs and SHRs. Densities in the two

subnuclei of WKYs decreased linearly as the rats matured.

In the SHRs as compared to the WKYs, the densities of

neurons were significantly higher in the NM and NC,

beg inning at 4 and 8 weeks, respectively.

Therefore it has been found that the metabolic

activity in the NC and NM of WKYs and SHRs is not constant

between 2 and 12 weeks of age. Significantly higher energy

requirements were found in the NC of prehypertensi ve SHRs

which were not related to differences in exchange vessel or

neuronal densities.
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INTRODUCTION

The central and peripheral nervous systems are

responsible for the short-term regulation of arterial blood

pressure (79). This regulation is achieved by changes in

peripheral resistance by means of vasoconstriction or

vasodilation at the arteriole level in the vasculature

and/or alterations in cardiac output. The pressure is kept

from rising or falling to extremes from minute to minute by

circulatory reflexes, one of the most important of which is

the baroreceptor reflex. The baroreceptor reflex functions

by way of an arc, whereby visceral information concerning

blood pressure changes reaches the CNS and, after

modulation from higher brain centres, efferent information

reaches the effector organs directly. These organs in turn

make the necessary changes that result in blood pressure

modifications. A second component of the baroreceptor

reflex is thought to be one where appropriate information

is relayed from the CNS back to the periphery by way of the

spinal cord (153).

The multisynaptic baroreceptor reflex arc has its

first synapse in the nucleus tractus soli tar i us (NTS) of

the medulla oblongata (14, 109, 166, 208). Fibres of the

secondary neurons in the NTS terminate in various brainstem

nuclei and reach, either directly or indirectly, higher

reg ions of the brain. The loop of the baroreceptor refiex

arc is completed when efferent, modulatory information from



the eNS reaches the periphery so that adjustments can be

made in response to the original stimulus.

Because of its important location in the baroreceptor

reflex arc, the NTS has become the focus of attention in a

large number of studies concerned with cardiovascular

regulation. It has been strongly suggested that parts of

the NTS itself play a role in the regulation of blood

pressure. In spite of its importance in the control of

blood pressure, very little emphasis has been placed the

study of the postnatal development of the NTS to date.

Since this type of information would give a better insight

into the mechanisms by which the NTS exerts its influence

in cardiovascular regulation, the ontogeny of metabolic

requirements in the specific subnuclei of the rat NTS which

are thought to be involved in blood pressure control was

investigated. It was then asked how, if at all, the

development of the NTS subnuclei would be altered in a

model where a state of elevated blood pressure is

genetically triggered. Thus the ontogeny of metabolic

requirements in the NTS subnuclei of the spontaneously

hypertensive rat (SHR) was studied.

Developmental studies of neuronal densities and

exchange vessel capacities in the NTS subnuclei were

undertaken in order to add to the general knowledge about

the development of these subnuclei as well as to determine

whether possible ontogenic differences in metabolic

requirements between WKYs and SHRs might be due to changes



in one or both of these parameters.



HISTORICAL REVIEW

1. Architecture of the nucleus tractus solitarius

1.1. Introduction

The NTS is consistently present in the medulla of all

mammals. It provides the first central relay for most

primary sensory of the facial (VII), glossopharyngeal

(IX), and vagal (X) cranial nerves in a rostro-caudal

organization (14, 40, 109, 166, 208). Since cardiovascular

information travels via IX and X and since these nerves

project to the caudal two-thirds of the NTS, it is this

particular area of the NTS which will be described.

1.2. Cell ular components

Various investigators have assigned different names to

the subdivisions of the NTS so that the nomenclature used

to descr ibe the same components of the soli tary complex

varies considerably. The original classification into

medial and lateral divisions (23, 208) has been generally

replaced by more complex divisions of its cytoarchitecture

(103, 121, 123). Loewy and Burton (123), in an attempt to

standardize the nomenclature of NTS subnuclei, have

reclassified the caudal two-thirds of the NTS (of the cat)

according to the following scheme which has been adopted

for the purposes of the present study.

At the level of the area postrema, several subnuclei



can be recognized. The ventrolateral nucleus (SVL)

contains clusters of large neurons lying ventrolateral to

the solitary tract, although most of the neurons are

medium-sized. This subnucleus can be easily recognized to

a level just caudal to the obex and, although it is

probably present at even more caudal levels, the absence of

the large neurons makes it difficult to distinguish its

exact location.

The intermediate nucleus (Nlnt) contains medium-sized

neurons which lie medial to the SVL and just lateral to the

dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve (DMN) and the

hypoglossal nucleus (XII). At this latter level , this

subnucleus has been called the parahypog lossal nucleus (25,

203) .

The medial nucleus (NM), containing small round and

fusiform cells, is located on the medial aspect of the

tract. It extends ventrally to the dorsal border of DMN.

A part of this nucleus has been called the lateral nucleus

by several investigators (14, 11, 208). Chiba and Kato

(34) found only one type of neuron in this subnucleus. The

neurons were 15 to 20 u m in diameter; they were oval

tr iangular in shape , with pale nuclei and promi nent

nucleoli. Most synapses were of the axo-dendritic type,

although the axo-somatic type was also found.

At the level of the area postrema, the parvocell ular

nucleus (NSpc) covers the medial aspect of the NM (123).

Part of the NSpc has been called the subnucleus gelatinosus



(102, 121). It contains a large number of glial cells and

very small neurons which contain little Nissl substance.

More caudally, the nucleus commissuralis (NC) lies medial

to NM. The NC is continuous from one side to the other over

the dorsal surface of the central canal. Except for

fusiform cells, NC is similar to NM in cell content. Chiba

and Doba (32, 33) have character i zed the conten t of NC as

being small neurons of 10 um in diameter interspersed among

myelinated nerve fibre bundles. They also described thick

dendri tic profiles, astrocytic processes filled with thin

filaments, and synapses of the axo-axonic and axo-dendri tic

types.

1. 3. Neurogenesis in the Lower Medulla

The neurons of the lower medulla are pr imar ily formed

between gestational days 11 and 16 (Ell, E16) in the rat

(7, 145). In general, neurogenesis in the motor nuclei

occurs between Ell and E13, with a peak occurr i ng on E12

(7, 145); for example, in XII and the DMN 80% of the

neuronal population is acquired on that day (145).

Neurogenesis in the sensory relay nuclei of the lower

medulla, including the NTS, takes place slightly later than

in the motor nuclei, with the peak of neuron formation

occurring on E13. In addition, the generation of the total

neuronal population in the sensory relay nuclei occurs over

a more extended period of time (E12-E15) (7, 145). Thus

neurons in the rat brainstem are formed according to the



general pattern of neurogenesis where sensory nuclei form

more slowly and after the motor nuclei of that vicinity

(96) •

1. 4. Blood supply

The medulla, pons, mesencephalon, and cerebell urn

recei ve their blood supplies from the vertebral basilar

system; the basilar artery is the unpaired ventral artery

formed by the union of the paired vertebral arteries at

about the level of the caudal margin of the pons. More

specif ically, the medulla and pons are supplied by the

anter ior and poster ior spinal arter ies, and by branches of

the vertebral, basilar, and posterior inferior cerebellar

arteries (with a possible contribution from the anterior

inferior cerebellar arteries). The NTS receives its blood

supply from the anterior spinal arteries (209).

The arteries of the brain send small branches into the

pia-arachnoid. The penetrating vessels are rarely larger

than 70 11m and are generally less than 50 11 m in diameter

(4, 177). Anastomoses are common among larger vessels

the surface of the brain, but in the deep parts, such

anastomoses are limited to vessels that are less than 20 to

30 11m in diameter (4, 177). Capillaries anastomose freely

as to constitute a three-dimensional network throughout

the nervous system (225).

The veins of the nervous system, which do not usually

accompany arteries closely, drain into a system of sinuses



enclosed in the dura mater. The large veins draining the

choroid plexus of the fourth ventricle, most of the pons,

and the upper medulla empty into the sigmoid sinus or the

superior or inferior petrosal sinuses. The veins draining

the caudal parts of the medulla empty into the anter ior and

poster ior spinal veins (225).

In general, the main arterial supply of the brain

reaches it from the ventral aspect, whereas the more

extensive venous drainage tends to be dorsal (225).

Blood vessels may be specially organized in some

of the brain. King (111) has shown that the blood vessels

in the lateral reticular formation of the medulla run in

sheets according to the orientation of certain cranial

nerve rootlets. He suggests that the sheets of vessels

could provide, or reflect, the anatomical substrate that

controls not only the gross connections of the reticular

formation, but the detailed topography as well.

2. The baroreceptor reflex arc and the role of the NTS in

the control of blood pressure

2.1. Introduction

Many early reports dealing with the central nervous

control of the circulation begin with the description of a

"medullary cardiovascular centre". It was believed that

cardiovascular control is exerted by, and integrated in,

this special centre which is tonically active. The centre

was thought to be the primary site of the neural outputs



which controlled vasoconstriction in all regions of the

body (79). All afferent inputs would act via the centre;

for example, the baroreceptor input could only produce its

effects by exciting the neurons of the inhibitory region or

by directly inhibiting the neurons of the excitatory region

(90) •

The participation of neurons at many levels of the CNS

in cardiovascular control and the multipurpose roles played

by the neurons of any particular area have led

investigators to discard the concept of a single medullary

control centre. Rather, the model of organization of

central cardiovascular regulation which is now accepted

(154) suggests an II integrated participation of all levels

of the CNS II with inputs from all afferent systems, a

central interconnecting system, and efferent projections

from different levels in the CNS to the final common

pathway.

Integration of all levels of input and output is

necessary for the process of cardiovascular regulation.

For the purpose of simplication, however, the various

components of the baroreceptor reflex arc will be presented

as separate entities.

2.2. Primary baroreceptor neurons

The cell bodies of the primary baroreceptor neurons

which conduct information to the lower brainstem are

located in the nodose, or inferior ganglion. The



information is relayed to the nodose ganglion from the

baroreceptors in the carotid sinus, aortic arch and other

large systemic vessels, and cardiac structures via the

carotid sinus nerve and the depressor nerve, the "buffer"

nerves (151).

The baroreceptors are sensiti ve to stretch and

therefore are capable of sensing changes in blood pressure

(79). It appears that the aortic arch and carotid sinus

baroreceptors do not function in an equivalent manner (88).

The aortic arch component of the reflex, for example ,

appears to function primarily as an antihypertensive

mechanism, whereas the carotid sinus baroreceptors operate

primarily in hypotensive situations in the dog and cat (9,

155). In addition, the carotid sinus baroreceptors have

been found to be more sensiti ve to pulse pressure changes

in the dog (8).

Baroreceptors in the carotid sinus give rise to both

myelinated (A-fibre) and unmyelinated (C-fibre) afferents

(68). The former have low thresholds and are active at

normal blood pressures while the latter often have quite

high thresholds and operate at hypertensive pressure levels

(1, 68, 146). Bolter & Ledsome (20) have found that low

threshold carotid sinus baroreceptors (leading to

presumpti ve A-fibres) are generally not susceptible to

sympathetic modulation. It is likely that these afferent

fi bres have endings closely associated with smooth muscle

cells. They have concluded that the profound baroreflex

10



effects of sympathetic nerve stimulation must be due to the

direct influence of catecholamines on the high threshold

unmyelinated C fibres. Thus, the differnt reflex efferent

patterns induced by myelinated and unmyelinated

baroreceptor afferents may be of significance for

cardiovascular control in hypertension (146).

The buffer nerves carry both baroreceptor and

chemoreceptor information from the per iphery to the CNS,

but there appear to be species differences in anatomical

location and physiological responses of the two. For

example, the rat aortic depressor nerve has been found to

carry baroreceptor information almost exclusively (175),

while in the cat and dog, the same nerve carr ies both

baroreceptor and chemoreceptor information (38, 39, 49, 50,

61) .

In general, the termination of fibres from VII, IX,

and X in the NTS follows a rostro-caudal pattern. That is,

from VII extend to a more rostral extent than those

of IX which, in turn, extend more rostrally than X (14, 40,

109, 166, 208). The fibres of the primary baroreceptor

neurons travel amongst other fibres of the glossopharyngeal

(IX) and vagus (X) nerves and reach the medulla laterally

at a level close to the obex. The fibres pass through the

spinal nucleus and tract of the trigeminal nerve (6, 11,

14, 70, 208), and reach the NTS via a dorsal and ventral

route, although only the ventral fibres appear to be

necessary in the baroreceptor reflex (54). The fibres then

11



turn caudally and the majority of them terminate caudal to

the rostral pole of XII (208). In the pigeon, the

projection of IX to the NTS is primarily confined to the

area directly surrounding the solitary tract while that of

X is much denser in the NM and NSpc of the ipsilateral, and

to a lesser degree, the contralateral NTS (14). The same

findings had earlier been made in the rat (208), although

terminations from IX and X were not distinguished

belonging specifically to one nerve or the other. In the

cat (103) projections from the nodose ganglion to the NTS

were studied with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (retrograde

transport) and radioactive amino acids (anterograde

transport) • In both cases, the NM was most intensely

labelled, labelling was bilateral. After HRP application,

the NC was also heavily labelled; labelling was bilateral

but was more prominent on the contralateral side. Moderate

ipsilateral HRP labelling found in the dorsal,

dorsolateral, intermediate, ventrolateral, and ventral

subnuclei. After the application of radioactive amino

acids, heavy bilateral labelling was found in the

intermediate subnucleus in addition to the NM. Moderate

labelling was found in the NC, dorsal, dorsolateral, VL,

and ventral nuclei. Recently, it has been suggested by

means of intracellular recording and iontophoretic

application of HRP (47) during blood pressure changes that

second order baroreceptor neurons in the cat are located

only in close vicinity to the medial border of the solitary

12



tract near the level of the obex.

2.3. The" cardiovascular" NTS

2.3.1. Afferents

The number of studies demonstrating primary afferents

which project to the NTS (other than from the

baroreceptors) has been r e La ti vely small. The amygdala, in

particular the central nucleus, has been shown to project

to the NM and NSpc of the cat (93), to the NSpc in the

rostral NTS of the monkey (160), and to the NTS/DMN border

between 3.5 rom rostral and 3.5 rom caudal to the obex in the

rabbit (182). Direct projections from the bed nucleus of

the stria terminalis and the substantia innominata to the

NTS/DMN border in the rabbit were also described (182).

However, HRP injections in the latter study did not

locali ze the exact target of these projections as being the

NTS or the DMN. A later study (169) suggests that the

target is, in fact, the DMN, and not the NTS.

A direct projection from the hypothalamus, including

the paraventricular nucleus, to the NM and NSpc of the NTS

of rats, cats, and monkeys has been described (174).

Again, however, injection sites were large so that precise

localization of projections could not be made.

Basbaum et ale (12) demonstrated a direct projection

from the nucleus raphe magnus located ventrally in the

midline of the rostral medulla to the NSpc and Nlnt at a

level just rostral to the area postrema in the cat.

13



In a recent study, Ross, Ruggiero, and Reis (169)

studied the afferents to the middle third of the rat NTS

more systematically using retrograde HRP transport. The

injection site included the areas dorsal, dorsomedial, and

dorsolateral to the solitary tract. Medullary afferents to

these reg ions of the NTS were found to or ig inate from the

nucleus ambiguus, nucleus raphe pallidus and magnus, and

area in the ventrolateral rostral reticular formation

corresponding to the Cl catecholamine area. In the

cerebellum, afferents to the NTS arose from the fastigial

nucleus, in the pons, from the nucleus reticular is

parvocellularis, the ventral reticular formation, a group

of neurons from the same area as the A5 catecholamine

group, the Koll i ker- Fuse nucleus, and a group of neurons

from the same area as the A7 catecholamine group. An

extensi ve projection from the paraventr icular nucleus of

the hypothalamus was found. The insular cortex also

pro j ected to the NTS.

2.3.2. The nucleus

The caudal two-thirds of the NTS plays a primary role

in the cardiovascular reflex arc. Lesions of this area of

the NTS cause acute hypertension in rats, cats, and dogs

(54, 55, 62) while electrical stimulation of the

results in hypotension and bradycardia (54-56). Both

species demonstrate large and immediate postoperative

elevation of arterial pressure which lasts for several

14



ho ur s . In the rat, bilateral lesions of the caudal NTS

lead to hypertension, followed by myocardial failure,

pulmonary edema, and death (165). The cat, unlike the rat,

survives the initial period of hypertension. The blood

pressure thereafter is no longer consistently elevated and

per iods of labile hypertension occur instead (165). In the

dog (26) bilateral NTS lesions at the level of the obex

result in the immediate increase in blood pressure which

remains elevated and which demonstrates no fluctuations due

to environmental factors. These studies suggest that there

may be species differences in the location of the

baroreceptor terminals in the NTS.

The destruction of adrenerg ic nerve termi nal s by

6-hydroxydopamine (6-0HDAi 2 ,4, 5-trihydroxyphenethylamine)

has been well documented. The action of 6-0HDA in the

brain of experimental animals has been largely interpreted

to suggest that central adrenergic mechanisms influence

cardiovascular regulation to a very large extent (see

reviews, 30 and 80). For example, intraventricular

injection of 6-0HDA was found to prevent the development of

various forms of experimental hypertension, but was

ineffecti ve in established hypertension (69). These

results suggested that the effect of 6-0HDA is probably due

to the destruction of central noradrenerg ic and/or

dopaminerg ic structures which are involved in the

initiation of hypertension, but which appeared to be of no

importance for the maintenance of established hypertension.

15



working directly wi thin the NTS, Healy et al. (85) injected

6-0HDA into the intermediate NM. They found that selective

destruction of catecholamine terminals in the

intermediate NM caused significant and persistent

bradycardia without changes in blood pressure. On the

other hand, it had been found previously (30) that 6-0HDA

lesions of the NM at a more caudal level (ie. at the obex)

or lesions of parts of NC interfered with blood pressure

regulation. Healy et al. (85) therefore concluded that the

baroreceptor reflex arc is likely sensiti ve to impulses

from noradrenaline axons entering the more rostral

intermediate NM. They suggested that catecholamine

terminals in this could act through an interneuron,

that catecholamine terminals influence the adjacent DMN

directly, thereby inhibiting the neurons of the DMN that

generate vagal bradycardia.

2.3.3. Efferent connections of the "cardiovascular" NTS

Humphrey (94) recorded evoked potentials from the

paramedian nucleus of the reticular formation during

stimulation of the carotid sinus nerve. These responses

attributed to the relay of the afferent input via the

NTS. In the same way, potentials of long latencies have

been recorded from the nucleus parvocell ular is, nucleus

gigantocellularis, and the lateral reticular nucleus dur,ing

stimulation of the carotid sinus, glossopharyngeal, aortic

depressor and superior laryngeal nerves (18) . Because of
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their latencies these responses have been interpreted to be

due to activation of polysynaptic pathways, presumably

including a synapse in the NTS.

After placement of a lesion in the intermediate NTS,

degeneration ofaxons has been observed in the DMN, the

intercalated nucleus, the different subdivisions of the

NTS, the lateral reticular nucleus, the nucleus

gigantocellularis, and the nucleus ambiguus (116, 133,151,

217). The fact that degenerating fibres were found wi thin

other parts of the NTS may imply a multisynaptic

organization wi thin the NTS, has been suggested by the

electrophysiological studies of Humphrey (94) and Miura &

Reis (134).

Early studies reported that spinal projections from

the cat NTS originate primarily from the area surrounding

the solitary tract (64, 65, 208). These were thought

to carry respiratory information. NTS neurons receiving

arterial baroreceptor input also send axons to the spinal

cord. Loewy & Burton (123) found that solitariospinal

projections arise primarily from the Nlnt and SVL, although

the NC also sends a small number of fibres to the spinal

cord. The fibres project bilaterally, but primarily to the

contralateral side, and travel in the medial part of the

ventrolateral funiculus of the cervical spinal cord. (It

became more difficult to identify the fibres in lower

spinal cord levels.) The bilaterally projecting fibres

terminate in three areas of the spinal cord: (1) the
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reg ion of the phrenic motor neurons, (2) the thoracic

ventral horn, and (3) the intermediolateral cell column at

thoracic, lumbarl_4' and sacra12 levels. Using the

retrograde HRP labelling technique, Kneisley, Biber, and

LaVail (112) also found that, after cervical injections of

HRP in the monkey, labelled cells were seen bilaterally in

the ventral and ventrolateral parts of the NTS. with

respect to specific organization, Satoh et al. (176)

reported that, in rats, the distribution of labelled cells

in the NC shifted more caudally as the HRP injection site

in the spinal cord moved more caudally. Blessing et ale

(19) expanded these findings to show that the spinal

projections of rabbit NTS are organized in a clear-cut

viscerotopic fashion, such that lumbar segments of the

spinal cord are innervated by the caudal NC, while thoracic

segments are innervated by the ventrolateral and

intermediate subnuclei of the NTS. The exact proportions

of these which carries baroreceptor information is not

known but termination location of these fibres suggests

that this proportion is relatively high (115).

Various nuclei of the reticular formation in the

medulla have been shown to project directly to the

intermediolateral nucleus of the spinal cord (87). The

terminations of secondary from the NTS on var ious

nuclei of the reticular formation in the medulla may

suggest that baroreceptor reflexes could also reach the

spinal cord by a multisynaptic pathway: via the
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NTs-reticular formation-intermediolateral nucleus of the

spinal cord (151).

Early neuroanatomical evidence indicated that the NTS

relays cardiovascular afferent information to the

hypothalamus through intermediate connections in the brain

stem reticular formation (6, 41, 134, 138); recent studies

have reported direct projections from the NTS to the

hypothalamus (31, 36, 37, 167, 173) as well.

Electrophysiolog ically, Ciriello & Calaresu (37) showed

that the cell bodies of the ascending projections to the

hypothalamus are located primarily in the NInt and VL.

Other prosencephalic structures to which the NTS appears to

project are the central nucleus of the amygdala, the bed

nucleus of the stria terminalis, the medial preoptic area,

and the periventricular nucleus of the thalamus (167). The

significance of these latter projections in terms of

cardiovascular regulation will be discussed subsequently.

2.4. Higher modulatory centres

The cardiovascular reflex arc is influenced by

neuronal inputs from higher centres in the brain. For

example, hypertension produced by NTS lesions has been

found to be dependent on the integrity of structures lying

above the medulla (62). Midcollicular decerebration will

abort the development of hypertension which would have

resulted from NTS lesions or abort the lesion-caused

hypertension which was already established. In general,
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the sympathetic neural response to disturbances in the

environment of the organism is dependent on the integrity

of forebrain and/or hypothalamic mechanisms (114). The

existence of the higher modulatory mechanisms for the

cardiovascular reflexes has been demonstrated in a number

of electrophysiolog ical studies, and neuroanatomical

observations have made possible the locali zation of the

cells, of the pathways, and of the descending neuronal

pathways.

The hypothalamus has been implicated as a possible

site of origin of the higher cardiovascular mechanisms.

Electrical stimulation of the anterior hypothalamus and the

preoptic area elicits bradycardia and hypotension (212,

213) and inhibits the baroreceptor reflexes (89, 129),

whereas bilateral lesions of the anterior hypothalamus

produce arterial hypertension (140). Stimulation of the

posterior hypothalamus causes a rise in blood pressure

(162); stimulation of the posteromedial hypothalamus causes

increased blood pressure, tachycardia, and inhibition of

reflex vagal bradycardia (207).

The direct projections from the NTS to the

paraventricular, dorsomedial, and arcuate nuclei of the

hypothalamus (37, 167, 173) provide anatomical evidence for

the existence of a pathway originating in cardiovascular

receptors and, through the hypothalamus, mediating the

release of hormones as suggested by Share & Levy (187,

188). These investigators found that activation of
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baroreceptor and chemoreceptor afferent fibres alters the

release of antidiuretic hormone by the paraventricular

nucleus neurons under conditions of increased blood volume.

The electrophysiolog ical information regarding

descending pathways from the hypothalamus suggests that

hypothalamic pressor responses are mediated by two separate

pathways. One activates sympathetic fibres with a long

latency and is inhibited by increased arterial pressure .

The other activates the same fibres with a shorter latency

and is not inhibited by increased arterial pressure (72).

A direct pathway from the hypothalamus to the spinal cord

has also been described (174, 196).

As mentioned earlier, other prosencephalic structures

to which the NTS projects directly are the central nucleus

of the amygdala, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis,

the medial preoptic area, and the periventricular nucleus

of the thalamus (167). These direct pathways may be the

means by which cardiovascular afferent information is

relayed to these structures. The importance of the reg ion

of the bed of the stria terminalis in the regulation of

cardiovascular reflexes has been demonstrated by

experiments in which combined lesions of the anterior

hypothalamus, including the region of the bed nucleus, and

of the medullary depressor area abolished the baroreceptor

reflex, whereas a lesion of the depressor area alone did,

not (91). Fibres run from the bed nucleus to the amygdala

which is also proposed to be a neuronal reg ion influencing
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cardiovascular responses (91). The observation that

injection of noradrenaline into the bed nucleus induces a

fall in blood pressure and heart rate (20S) also is

suggesti ve of a role played by the bed nucleus of the str ia

terminalis in the baroreceptor control mechanisms. With

regard to the amygdala, it has been found that alterations

in blood pressure and cardiac frequency can be elicited by

localized stimulation of the central nucleus (93, 13S).

As stated by Ricardo and Koh (167), the existence of

the above described direct projections by implies

that the more circuitous routes recognized earlier play a

minor functional role. The direct projections could, in

fact, be interpreted as only one extreme in a group of

conduction lines, and "although it is likely that the

direct and polysynaptic components of the system function

in concert in many physiological situations, they need not

be of identical significance even when sharing the same

origin and distribution." (167).

The locus coeruleus (LC) and its neighboring area may

also influence cardiovascular mechanisms. Electrical

stimulation of this region elicits changes in arterial

pressure (29, 214) and modulates cardiovascular acti vi ty

(104, lOS, 21S). The LC sends descending projections to

the medulla; the fibres and their neurons are noradrenergic

(3S, 48, 124, 210). The noradreneric nerve endings of the

posterior hypothalamus originate from the cell bodies .

located in the LC (124). Electrical stimulation of the LC
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elicits a pressor response which is diminished after

destruction of the posterior hypothalamus (162). These

data support the hypothesis that of the functions of

the noradrenerg ic cell bodies in the LC and their ascending

fibres may be the regulation of arterial blood pressure.

Several investigators have suggested that the LC

recei ves projections from the NTS (28, 106, 172, 216) but

such projections were not found by either Loewy & Burton

(123) or Ricardo & Koh (167) .

Crawley et al (43), in their study on the LC,

concluded that, while the anatomical reg ion of the LC

appears to activate the sympathetic nervous system when it

is stimulated, the functional presence of the LC cells may

not be essential for sympathetic nervous system activation.

Finally, discrete areas of the ventrolateral medulla,

rostral to the obex, have been shown to playa role in

cardiovascular regulation. In 1962, Chai & Wang (29)

demonstrated that electrical stimulation of the

ventrolateral medulla in the cat elicits increase in

arter ial pressure. Dampney & Moon (53) found the same

effect in the rabbit ventrolateral medulla; the centre of

the ventrolateral pressor area was found to be located at

the level of the rostral pole of the inferior oli ve , On

the other hand, bilateral lesions of the ventrolateral

pressor area of the cat (78) and rabbit (53) result in a

large fall in resting arterial pressure. The fall in blood

pressure following these lesions is unlikely to be due to
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interruption of descending pathways from higher centres

since complete pontomedullary transection has little effect

on the resting arterial pressure (52). It was determined

(51) that the cell bodies themselves are sympatho

excitatory. In addition, it was found <l9, 77) that these

neurons project directly to thoracic and lumbar segments of

the spinal cord. Thus it appears that the pathway

originating from the ventrolateral medullary neurons

provides a tonic input to the spinal sympathetic outflow

which in turn maintains resting arterial pressure (51).

Dampney (51) determined that there are two separate

groups of cell bodies which project to the ventrolateral

pressor (1) wi thin the medial nucleus of the NTS,

and (2) wi thin the parabrachial nucleus of the pons. The

significance of these two in the control of blood

pressure has already been discussed.

The precise function of the ventrolateral in

cardiovascular regulation remains to be determined.

Nei ther stimulation nor destruction of these cells

significantly affects heart rate (53); thus is appears that

these neurons regulate only sympathetic vasomotor outflow.

It has been suggested (53) that the neurons respond to

their chemical environment, either directly or through

inputs from central chemosensi ti ve neurons, and that

changes in tissue P02' PC0
2'

or pH cause them to d i s c haz-qe ,
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2.5. Summary

It is generally accepted that the NTS is the primary

relay station in the baroreceptor reflex arc and that

secondary projections from the NTS appear to be rather

diverse so that connections are made with other medullary

nuclei as well as with the hypothalamus and other

prosencephalic structures. Modulatory input to the

baroreceptor reflex from higher centres is known to exist,

but there is a debate about the exact sources, extent, and

nature of the input. Several studies have suggested that

the NTS, besides being a relay station for the baroreceptor

reflex, also exerts a modulatory influence

cardiovascular regulation. For example, the presence of

axo-axonic synapses, the presumed anatomical substrate for

presynaptic inhibition, in the NC of the NTS suggests that

the NC is the primary site where regulation of the

baroreceptor reflex occurs through presynaptic inhibition

(32, 33). The possibility of cardiovascular regulation

exerted by the NTS is, therefore, an open and controversial

question.

3. The spontaneously hypertensive rat

The spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR) was first

introduced in 1963 by Okamoto and Aoki (149). The SHR was

produced by selective inbreeding of Wistar-Kyoto rats that

resulted in the development of hypertension in 100% of the

progeny. Since then, the SHR has been used extensively in
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the study of human essential hypertension.

SHRs reach the hypertensive level as early as 5 weeks

of age i by 7 or 8 weeks the rats are hypertensive without

exception, and by 12 weeks, the hypertension is well

established (150). Inheritance of the hypertension is

presumed to be polygenic although the number of genes

involved is probably relatively small (206). The

hypertension is transmitted equally by males and females

but blood pressure in females is lower than in males

throughout their life span (148). The SHRs are prone to

infections, especially chronic respiratory disease i their

life span is significantly lower than that of normotensive

rats (206).

The primary advantage in using the SHR as a model for

elevated blood pressure is that neither surgical

manipulation nor administration of drugs is required for

the development of elevated blood pressure.

4. Brain Metabolism

4.1. Glucose

4.1.1. Introduction

Approximately 90% of the brain's energy comes from the

metabolism of glucose (92, 130, 193). The brain is

dependent on a constant supply of glucose from the blood

since its carbohydrate stores can provide only a few

minutes of energy. Glucose crosses the blood-brain
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barrier, diffuses through the extracellular space, and is

finally transported through nerve and glial cell membranes.

That glucose transport across the blood-brain barrier is

acbieved by means of facilitated diffusion was first

suggested by Crone (44, 45), and thereafter ver if ied by

many others.

Glucose transport through the blood-brain barrier is

stereospecific (46, 224); closely related carbohydrates are

competi ti vely transported by the same carr ier mechanism

according to the following rank order of affinity:

a-O-glucose > 2-deoxy-O-glucose~ 3-0-methyl-O-glucose ~

B-O-glucose > O-mannose ~ o-galactose > O-xylose > L-glucose

O-fructose (17, 24, 119, 152). The transport across the

barrier occurs at nearly the same rate in the direction

from blood to brain as it does from brain to blood. The

net transport occurs in the direction of the concentration

gradient, which normally is in the direction of blood to

brain (45, 152, 202).

4.1. 2. Factors which affect glucose metabolism

Acti vi ty--regulation of glucose consumption

The capacity for transporting glucose across the

blood-brain barrier, in the direction of blood to brain, is

two to three times greater than the phosphorylation rate.

Therefore, under normal conditions the transport of q Lucose

across the blood-brain barrier has regulatory function

on glucose metabolism (126). Rather, the regulation must
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be accomplished by the metabolic activity of the nervous

tissue (l25).

That increased functional states in neural tissues

require larger glucose supplies has been convincingly

demonstrated by the use of radioactively labelled

2-deoxy-D-glucose (see subsequent section). In turn, it

has been shown (95, 118) that increased cerebral activity

causes an increased blood flow in the respective brain

Two processes might be expected to facilitate this

increased blood flow:

(1) Increased linear blood flow

An increase above normal values of the linear flow

rate only a minor increase in the glucose transport

rate the blood-brain barrier, since the glucose

concentration in the brain capillaries increases only

slightly. The reason for this very modest increase is that

the glucose permeability in the blood-brain barrier in

relation to flow is such that glucose passage over the

barrier is diffusion limited. A tripling of the linear

flow rate has been shown to cause only a 15% increase in

the glucose transport (l25). Therefore only a moderate

increase in the glucose transport across the blood-brain

barrier can be achieved by an increase of the flow rate

above normal val ues.

(2) Recruitment of capillaries

The recruitment of capillaries provides a much greater

possibili ty of an increase in glucose transport than that
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permi tted by increased linear flow. Gjedde and Rasmussen,

1980 (73) have suggested that there is, in brain, a set of

"reserve" capillaries that are recruited according to need.

A decreased metabolic rate in pentobarbital-anesthetized

rat brains was explained by a decrease in the number of

perfused capillaries. Bolwig et ale (21, 22) have shown

that the increase in blood flow seen at the conclusion of

epileptic convulsions is produced by recruitment of

capillaries rather than by increased linear flow. The

increased cerebral blood flow found in N20-anesthetized

rats, compared with pentobarbital-anestheti zed rats (144,

152) has also been attributed to capillary recruitment.

Miller et ale (132) showed that hypercapnic rats given

electroconsulsive shock treatment demonstrated an increased

cerebral blood flow, once again explained by an increased

number of perfused capillaries in the brain. Thus,

although capillary recruitment may not be the only

mechanism by which glucose transport to the brain is

increased, it appears to be the major such mechanism.

b. Anesthesia

Glucose consumption in the eNS can be substantially

altered by anesthesia. Most barbiturates lower oxygen

consumption in the brain (143, 157, 202, 218).

Pentobarbital has been found to have a dose dependent

effect on cerebral glucose and lactate levels and to

depress glucose utilization (42, 83). While pentobarbital
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has essentially no effect blood-brain barrier glucose

transport kinetics (142), it does decrease blood flow to

the brain (22, 73). Goldman and Sapirstein (76) found that

the greater the perfusion was in any part of the brain, the

more was its flow depressed by pentobarbital anesthesia.

4.2. 2-Deoxy-D-glucose

4.2.1. Introduction

The first demonstration that radioactive

2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG) could be used to locali ze regional

functional activity in the nervous system was made by

Kennedy et ale (107). 2DG, the structural analog of

glucose, differs from glucose only by lacking an oxygen

the second carbon atom. According to Sokoloff et ale

(202), the 2DG is transported into brain cells by the

normal glucose transport system and is then phosphorylated

to 2DG-6-phosphate by the same hexokinase that

phosphorylates glucose. However, unlike

glucose-6-phosphate, 2DG-6-phosphate cannot be metaboli zed

further due to the lack of a hydroxyl group on its second

carbon atom. Furthermore, brain glucose-phosphatase

acti vi ty has been found to be very low in mammalian brain

(126, 159, 202). Thus, after administration of a bolus of

3H- or 1 4C-2DG, 3H- or 14C-2DG-6-phosphate accumulates in

the brai n and the reg ional variation in uptake can be used

to quantify local cerebral glucose utili zation

autoradiographically (199, 200).
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4. 2 . 2. Theory

The application of the 2DG model to the quantification

of local cerebral utili zation is dependent on the validity

of several assumptions and/or conditions (198, 202). These

1) A steady state for glucose (Le , a constant plasma

glucose concentration and a constant rate of tissue glucose

consumption) is maintained throughout the experimental

procedure.

2) There are homogeneous tissue compartments wi thin which

the precursor concentrations of 2DG are uniform and

exchange directly with the plasma.

3) 2DG is present in tracer amounts. It has been

calculated that the maximum allowable 2DG concentration is

2.5 umo Le s Zkq body weight in the rat (201).

If the above conditions are met, the relationships of

glucose, 2DG and their metabolites wi thin the tissue can be

mathematically defined and an operational equation derived

(201) . The equation can be generally stated as follows:

Rate of reaction =

labeled product formed in interval

of time, 0 to T

isotope effect

correction factor

integrated specific

acti vi ty of precursor

Thus rates of enzyme-catalyzed reactions are determined
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from measurements made with the radioactive tracer. The

numerator represents the amount of radioactive product

formed in a given time and is equal to the combined

concentrations of 14 C-DG and 14 C-DG-6-phosphate in the

tissue at time T (measured by autoradiography) less the

amount of free unmetaboli zed 14C-DG still remaining in the

tissue. The denominator represents the integrated specific

activity of the precursor pool times a factor, the lumped

constant, which is equivalent to a correction factor for

isotope effect (198). The former contains a term which

takes into account the lag in the equilibrium of the tissue

precursor pool wi th the plasma.

Sokoloff and his colleagues <107, 108, 198, 202) have

determined that the time interval between the injection of

2DG and the sacrifice of the experimental animal should be

45 minutes with a minimum of 30 minutes and a maximum of 60

minutes. From the values of the rate constants determined

in normal animals and the usual time course of the

clearance of the 2DG from the arterial plasma following a

single pulse at time 0, an interval of 45 minutes is

adequate for these terms to become sufficiently small that

considerable latitude in inaccuracies of the rate constants

is permissible without appreciably increased error in the

estimates of local glucose consumption (152). In addition,

al though low, glucose-6-phosphatase acti vi ty is not zero"

and the 2DG-6-phosphate in the brain is not retained

indefinitely. The effects of the enzyme activi ty become
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noticeable at 60 minutes, and are substantial at 90

minutes. Once again, therefore, it was recommended that

the experimental period be limited to 45 minutes.

4.2.3. Techniques of autoradiography

3H versus 14C

The 2DG technique was developed using the 14C-labeled

compound and X-ray film to obtain the final autoradiograms

<107, 108, 198, 200, 202). A bolus of 14C-2DG was

administered to the experimental animal; after 45 to 60

minutes, the animal was sacificed and the brain was removed

and frozen. sections were cut in a cryostat and either

freeze-dried mounted on a slide or coverslip and dried

hot-plate. These sections were then apposed to X-ray

film and stored in the dark for the appropriate exposure

time prior to autoradiographic processing. Since then,

this particular method has been widely used (2, 5, 10, 59,

75, 84, 97, 101, 171, 184, 185, 189, 190, 194, 195) when

macroscopic visuali zation of metabolism wi thin the brain

structures has been required. However, due to the high

energy beta-particle emissions from 14C and the subsequent

necessi ty to use relatively insensi ti ve X-ray film,

resolution of a microscopic order was not attainable. As a

result, many investigators have used 3H-labeled 2DG for

their autoradiographic studies of metabolic changes in the

brain (3, 59, 63, 67, 122, 158, 171, 184, 189, 191, 204).

The advantages of using 3H-2DG are as follows:
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1) Low energy beta particles are emitted from the source.

It follows that thinner autoradiographic film (including

nuclear track emulsion) can be used. Because the liquid

nuclear track emulsions, for example, of a much finer

grain, autoradiographic resolution can be increased

manyfold.

2) Variations in source ( Le , section) thickness have no

effect on optical density of autoradiographic grains (3).

Because of the less energetic beta emissions from 3H, the

self-absorption of tissue for 3H beta particles is

sufficient to absorb virtually all of the radiation from

layers more than 5 um away from the emulsion (66). Thus,

caused by microtome imprecision (which are important

when 1l+C-2DG is used) are eliminated.

b. Methods developed for 3H-2DG autoradiography

2-DG-6-phosphate, the metabolite of 2DG which becomes

trapped within cells, is water-soluble. Thus the

histological technique used for 3H-2DG autoradiography must

be one specially designed for diffusible substances (168).

Recently, several variations of this type of technique have

been reported in the literature. Several groups have

demonstrated good isotope locali zation in tissues processed

for plastic embedding and emulsion autoradiography (13, 57,

186). Advantages of the approach (57) the isotope,

cannot diffuse out of the plastic into the emulsion, the

histolog ical quality is excellent, and the method is
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suitable to electron microscopy. The technique has been

successfully used to study small isolated tissues such as

the retina, but plastic embedding is impractical when many

serial sections from larger brains are required. In an

attempt to overcome this drawback Durham et al (63) have

used paraffin-embedding after stabilizing carbohydrates "in

situ" so that many sections can be cut quickly and easily.

Thaw-mounting techniques have become the most commonly

used techniques for 3H-2DG autoradiography. Sharp (190)

applied frozen sections of fresh brain directly on frozen

emulsion-coated slides under a safelight. Sections

remained frozen during the exposure period, thus

eliminating the water phase through which diffusion could

occur. The primary problem encountered with the latter

technique was one of adequate adhesion of the sections to

the slides. To overcome this drawback, Pilgrim and Wagner

(158) ensured better contact of tissue and emulsion by

touching the back of each slide with a finger. The moment

of thawing was determined and the slide was refrozen

immediately thereafter. Once again, sections were kept

frozen (-30°C) during the exposure period.

Recently Lippe et ale (122) and Steward and Smith

(204) described the use of a similar technique with the

exception that, after sections were thaw-mounted onto room

temperature slides, they were allowed to air-dry prior t?

storage for exposure. With this procedure, autoradiograms

were obtained which were of comparable quality of
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resolution to sections mounted on cold slides provided that

sections were thin (about Sum) (204).

4.2.4. Functional acti vity, energy requirements, and 2DG

The development of the 2DG technique for the "in vivo"

determination of glucose consumption by Sokoloff and his

colleagues has provided a non-invasive method to study

cerebral patterns of glucose utili zation during different

functional states. using this technique, investigators

have obtained pictorial representations of regional

cerebral glucose utilization resulting from various changes

in cerebral functional acti vity. Examples of local

metabolic changes have been reported in the cerebral cortex

(170), the olfactory system (10, 97, 189, 190), the visual

system (2, 13, 59, 181, 211, 221), the vestibular system

(189), the motor (75) and premotor (128) cortices, the

hippocampus (137, 204), the hypoglossal nucleus (194), and

the substantia nigra-forebrain system (171, 184, 185);

neural connections of the gastrointestinal system (101) and

sexual organs in rats (5) have also been studied with the

aid of this technique. These studies have clearly

demonstrated that there is a close relationship between

functional acti vity in the brain and energy metabolism.

For example, two groups of investigators (181, 211) have

recently shown that orientation columns in the cat visual

cortex, which are known from physiological studies to

demonstrate increased acti vity during visual stimulation,
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are clearly revealed with the 14 C-2DG technique. That is,

areas of greater activity showed a greater uptake of

14C-2DG.

If such a relationship exists, some energy-consuming

physical and/or chemical process should be associated with

neural functional acti vi ty (201). It appears that

electr ical acti vity is the physical process which is most

invol ved with functional acti vity and that energy is

required to restore ionic gradients to their resting levels

(201). It would be expected that more energy would be

required to restore ionic gradients when there exists an

increased frequency of action potentials (and therefore

greater ionic fluxes). This observation has, in fact, been

made by Yarowsky et ale (223). They found that in the

superior cervical ganglion a direct linear relationship

exists between the frequency of the electrical spike input

and the rate of glucose utili zation. It has been estimated

that more than 40% of the brain's energy consumption is

used for the maintenance and restoration of ionic gradients

and membrane potentials (219).

The above findings suggest that the Na+, K+ -ATPase

system is of major importance in the coupling of glucose

utilization to functional activity (201). In support of

this hypothesis, Mata et al. (127) found that electrical

stimulation of cultured rat pituitary led to increased

glucose utilization that was blocked by ouabain, an

inhibitor of Na+, K+-ATPase. It has been suggested (201)
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that the increased glucose utili zation observed by Mata et

al. (127) reflected mainly the metabolic acti vi ty of the

axonal terminals. Schwartz and coworkers <184, 185), in

their studies of dopaminergic pathways, have also shown a

greater sensitivity of axonal terminals and/or synaptic

elements than that of perikarya to metabolic activation.

Diamond (60) has demonstrated a high-affinity transport of

DG in synaptosomes. Therefore, these studies suggest that

the changes in brain glucose utilization which occur in

response to altered functional activity and which are

demonstrated by the 2DG technique in fact mainly represent

al terations in the metabolic activity of synaptic terminals

triggered by changes in Na+, K+-ATPase activity (201).

A recent study using cerebral cortex slices, on the

other hand, suggests that glucose utilization shows no

dependence on Na+ -K+ -ATPase or upon extracellular K+, Mg ++,

or Cl - ., but may be dependent upon mi tochondr ial energy

(74) •

4.2.5. Summary

It can be concluded f rom the literature that:

(1) by using trace amount of radioactively-labelled 2DG,

glucose utilization in the CNS in response to different

functional states can be determined since it has been

demonstrated that functional activity in specific

components of the CNS is (as in other tissues) closely

coupled to the local rate of energy metabolism.
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(2) for high resolution quantification of glucose

utilization, 3 H rather than 14 C is the preferred label for

2DG.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Maintenance of colonies

Both Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) rats and spontaneously

hypertensive rats (SHRs) were maintained at the Animal Care

facility at the Faculty of Medicine, Memorial University of

Newfoundland. The SHR strain was originally obtained from

the NIH laboratories and the WKY strain from the Charles

River Lakeview laboratories (N. Y. ). The strains

maintained by brother-sister matings. Offspring

weaned at 4 weeks of age. Animals over 4 weeks of age

housed three to a cage in a 12 hour light/dark lighting

schedule. The animals given access to unlimited water

and Purina rat chow.

2. Blood pressure measurements

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured

in the femoral arter i es of ra ts anes theti zed wi th 35 to 40

mg/kg sodium pentobarbital L, p. Cannulas pulled from PE-90

tubing were connected to a P23AA pressure transducer and

pen recordings were made on a Beckman R41l Dynograph

recorder. Blood pressures measurements were made on male

WKYs and SHRs at ages 4, 8, and 12 weeks. Data were

analyzed with a Student's t test.
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3. study of the relative metabolism in the NTS

3.1. Unlabelled 2-deoxyglucose controls

Non-radioacti ve 2DG was administered to rats of ages

comparable to those to be used in the 3 H- 2DG studies ( Le ,

4, 8, and 12 weeks) to determine whether the compound

itself affects blood pressure over the time periods of

interest.

Animals were anesthetized with 35 to 40 mg/kg sodium

pentobarbital. The left femoral arteries were cannulated

so that the blood pressures of the rats could be monitored

over the experimental period. At time zero, 0.5 mg/kg 2DG,

dissol ved in saline (see appendix 1.1), was injected

intraperi toneally into the experimental animal. Blood

pressure was recorded at this time, at 10 minute intervals,

and after 45 minutes. At the end of the recording period,

the animal was sacrificed with an overdose of sodium

pentobarbital.

3.2. Sham controls

A sham control study was carried out in which four

l3-week male WKYs were given an intraperitoneal injection

of saline in volumes comparable to those used in the

unlabelled 2DG control study. Blood pressures were

again monitored at time zero and after 45 minutes.

3.3. 3 H-2-deoxy-D-glucose

a. Male SHR and WKY rats were studied at ages 2, 4, 8, and
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12 weeks, 4 animals per group. While the four animals in

any particular age group or strain were studied wi thin a

week of each other, different age agroups or strains were

studied at random with respect to time of year. Animals

were given intraperitoneal injections of 3 H- 2DG (obtained

from New England Nuclear, Boston, Ma.) at a dosage of 200

llCi/lOO gm body weight (see appendix 1. 2).

b. The rats, conscious and unrestrained, were allowed to

survive for 45 minutes and were then anesthetized with

ether. The chests were opened and the rats were perfused

through the left ventricle with:

L, 100 ml/kg of O.lM phosphate buffer

ii. 200 ml/kg of 2% glutaraldehyde in O. 05M phosphate

buffer.

The brains were removed and trimmed so that the fore-

and midbrains were excluded. Using minced liver as a

mounting medium, the brainstem blocks were positioned upon

the cryostat chucks. Freezing was accomplished by

submerging the chuck and liver but not the brain tissue

into hexane that had been cooled in liquid N
2•

This

procedure allowed the brain to freeze more gradually than

if it had been submerged. (Since very rapid freezing

causes freezing artefacts to be formed in the tissue, it is

to be avoided.) When the entire tissue block was frozen,

it was transferred to a cryostat set at -200to -22°C and

allowed to equilibrate for at least one hour.

d. Six u m-it.h i ck sections were cut on the cryostat in the
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dark with the aid of a safelamp (filter OC). Sections at

25 to 35 u m intervals were thaw-mounted (one to each slide)

onto dry emulsion-coated slides (see section 2.3.5). Rapid

drying of the sections was ensured by the use of a small

fan which directed room air over the surface of the

sections.

The slides with their sections were placed into

light-tight slide boxes along with a small amount of

Drierite which would ensure that the slides remained dry

over the exposure period. Slide boxes were stored at 4° C

for one to two months, depending on the exposure time

required for each set of slides.

3.4. Blank autoradiography controls

In order to assess the effects of physical and

chemical factors on the autoradiograms, non-radioactive

sections were subjected to the steps of autoradiogram

preparation described in the previous section.

A 12-week male WKY rat was anesthetized with ether and

perfused as described. The brainstem was removed and

frozen, and 6 u m-Lh i ck sections were cut on the cryostat.

Sections were thaw-mounted, four to a slide, onto dry

emulsion-coated slides. Slides were placed into

light-tight slide boxes along with a small amount of

Drier i te, and stored at 4° C for two months.
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3.5. Autoradiography

3.5.1. Emulsion

Kodak NTB-2 nuclear track emulsion was heated to 45°C

in a water bath so that liquefaction occurred. The

emulsion was then diluted 1: 1 with distilled water. The

amount of emulsion used depended upon the number of slides

to be dipped.

If many slides (more than 10) were to be dipped, the

dipping jar containing the diluted emulsion was kept in the

water bath to prevent cooling. Slides were dipped once and

emulsion was wiped off the back of the slides. The

slides were air-dried in the vertical position for at least

one-half hour. Upon drying, the slides were placed in a

light-tight slide box in the presence of a drying agent

(Drierite) and stored until required.

3.5.2. Processing

L, Slides ready for processing were placed in alternate

slots of a slide staining rack. It was found that this

type of placement was necessary to allow adequate

circulation of the photographic solutions around the

emulsion.

Li , Slides developed in Microdol-X developer (at room

temperature) for 8 minutes.

iii. Slides were rinsed in distilled water.

i v. Fixation of the slides in Kodak rapid fixer

carried out for 4 minutes.
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Slides were then washed in tap water for 30 minutes.

vi. Autoradiograms were post-fixed in 4% formalin for 10

minutes, and washed for one-half hour in tap water.

vii. After a final rinse in distilled water, sections

stained in 1% cresyl violet for 2 to 5 minutes until the

desired intensity of Nissl stain was achieved. The slides

were rinsed in distilled water and differentiated in 95%

alcohol. Dehydration in absolute alcohol was followed by

clearing in xylene; coverslips were mounted over the

sections using Permount.

3.6. Delineation of NTS subnuclei

In order to define the nucleus commissuralis (NC) and

nucleus medialis (NM) of the NTS, Nissl stained sections

(wi th cresyl violet) from representative levels in the

brainstem were studied. Borders of the subnuclei were

placed according to surrounding structural landmarks and

cell characteristics of the subnuclei.

3.6.1. NC boundaries

The caudalmost level used was one immediately rostral

to the decussation of the pyramids where the rootlets of

XII have begun to appear (figure 1). At this level the NC

is continuous over the midline, the dorsal column nuclei

are prominent, and the DMN has appeared. The area postrema

(AP) is not present at this level.

The rostral border of the NC was placed at a level
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about 50 urn caudal to the level where the AP bisects the

NTS (figure I). Thus the NC is still continuous over the

midline. The dorsal column nuclei have moved laterally and

the external cuneate nucleus has begun to appear near the

dorsolateral surface of the brainstem.

In transverse section, the medial border was placed at

the midline of the NC. The dorsal border was formed by the

dorsal col umn nuclei, the ventral border by the dorsal

border of the DMN. The lateral border was formed by the

tractus solitarius and, more ventrally , by a line drawn

from the lateral border of the DMN dorsally to the tract

(figure 2).

3.6.2. NM boundaries

The caudal border of the NM was placed at a level just

rostral to where the AP bisects the NTS. The fourth

ventricle has not yet opened at this level (figure I).

The rostralmost level used in these studies

just caudal to the level where the NTS begins to

laterally from the walls of the open fourth ventricle. The

dorsal column nuclei are longer present, the external

cuneate nucleus is prominent, and XII has diminished in

si ze at this level.

The NM contains small, rather densely packed

and is located on the medial aspect of the tract. Its

medial border is formed by the presence of the NSpc which

in turn contains very small containing little Nissl
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Figure 1: Line drawings of transverse sections through the medulla oblongata to show the

levels between which the subnuclei NC and NM were studied. Section A is most caudal and

section D is most rostral. Sections between levels A and B were used to study the NC,

sections between C and D were used to study the NM. (NC = nucleus commissural is; NM =

nucleus medialis; DMN = dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; XII = hypoglossal nucleus; C and

G = dorsal column nuclei cuneatus and gracilis; EC = external cuneate nucleus).
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Figure 2: Transverse section of rat brainstem to show

extent of nucleus commissuralis (NC) studied. Cresyl fast

violet. (xIOO).

Figure 3: Transverse sectiop of rat brainstem to show

extent of nucleus medialis (NM) studied. Cresyl fast

violet. (xIOO).
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substance. Therefore, the distinction between NM and NSpc

was easily made. The ventral border of NM is formed by the

dorsal border of DMN (figure 3).

3.7. Analysis of autoradiograms

Measurement of relative metabolic acti vi ty in the NC

and NM of the NTS was made by quantifying the 3H- 2DG uptake

into the tissues. This uptake was quantified by counting

silver grains from photographs of the autoradiograms or

directly from the autoradiograms themselves, as described

below.

It necessary to determine the appropriate sizes of

boxes to be used to generate representative counts of

sil ver grains from photographs of XII (used in a correction

factor described below) and NC since boxes of too small

dimensions would introduce an error due to inherent

variations in standard deviations. Therefore, ten counts

were made from boxes at each of the various dimensions.

The standard deviations from the counts at each box size

were then plotted against the dimensions of the boxes as is

shown in figures 4 and 5. The points at which the standard

deviations no longer increased indicated the minimum

necessary dimensions of the boxes which were used for

counts in XII and NC. Thus, 2 x 2 cm ' and 3.5 x 3.5 cm 2

boxes were used for XII and NC, respectively.

In order to eliminate variations in the grain counts

which would be due to variations inherent to
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Figure 4: Determination of the appropriate box dimensions

to be used to ·generate representative counts of silver

grains from photographs of the hypoglossal nucleus.

standard deviations were plotted versus size of boxes

(cm2 ) • Each curve represents a different set of data. The

standard deviations stabilized at 4 cm2~ therefore, boxes

of 2 x 2 em? were used.

Figure 5: Determination of the appropriate box dimensions

to be used to generate representative counts of silver

grains from photographs of the nucleus commissuralis.

Standard deviations were plotted versus size of boxes

(cm2 ) • Each curve represents a different set of data. The

standard deviations stabilized at 12.25 cm2~ therefore,

boxes of 3.5 x 3. 5 cm2 were used.
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autoradiography (eg. thickness of emulsion, slight

differences in development times or temperatures, et.c i ) ,

XII was used as an internal standard against which the

counts from the NTS subnuclei were corrected. For both the

NC and NM, the corresponding XII on the ipsilateral side

was photographed at the ventrolateral aspect of the

nucleus. Counts of grains representing 3 H- 2DG were made

from the final print (x830). Representative counts

made from the photograph by counting the grains within 2 x

2 cm 2 boxes that were drawn an acetate sheet and laid

the photograph. Six such counts were made (see fig.

6). The mean of the 6 values was calculated and used as

the internal standard for that section.

3.7.1. NC

Since the area encompassed by the NC is relatively

large, a montage of one-half of the NC was constructed from

4 to 6 photographs; the magnification of each photograph

was x830. The number of photographs required per NC

depended on the level of the section since more photographs

were necessary at more rostral levels where the NC is

relati vely larger. Representati ve counts for each NC

made by counting the grains wi thin 3.5 x 3.5 em? boxes

drawn on an acetate sheet and laid over the montage. Two

counts per photograph were made (see fig. 6) so that

between 8 and 12 counts were made per NC. The counts

totalled and averaged to the equivalent of 10 counts so
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Figure 6 A, B: Diagrams to illustrate placement of boxes

over photographs in order to generate representat i ve counts

of silver grains in experimental autoradiograms.

A. Six boxes (2 x 2 cm 2) were placed over photographs

(x830) of XII in the positions shown in the diagram.

B. Montages of the NC were made from photographs, x830.

Boxes (3.5 x 3.5 cm2) were placed, two on a photograph, in

the positions shown in the diagram.
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that comparisons between sections and animals could be

made.

3.7.2. NM

Grain counts of the NM were made directly from the

autoradiograms since the area of the NM is relatively

small. using a camera focussing eyepiece and a x40

objective, the grains within two 35 rom rectangles in the

eyepiece were counted on side of the section and

totalled. Approximately 50% of the NM was included in the

two rectangles.

3.7.3. Final calculation of relative metabolic activity

Eight sections each of the NC and NM were analyzed in

each animal as outlined above. The internal standards

calculated from each of the corresponding XII's were

averaged and used in a correction factor for each NC and NM

count according to the following equation:

N ;: Individual XII count per section X Individual NTS

Mean of XII counts for that animal Counts (NC or NM)

Thus factors unrelated to the uptake of 3H-2DG into the NTS

eliminated from the final values for relative

metabolic acti vity.

The mean of the 8 corrected values for the uptake of

3H-2DG into the NC or NM in one animal was calculated and
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used to represent the relative metabolic activity for that

subnucleus in that animal.

4. Neuronal Density Study

The sections from which neuronal cell counts were made

were the same sections as those used in the measurement of

metabolic activity in the NTS using 3H- 2DG. Therefore, for

the preparation of these tissue sections, see section 3.3.

Counts were made in WKYs and SHRs at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks

of age (4 animals per group).

The NC and NM subnuclei from one-half of the NTS were

projected onto centimeter graph paper with a Leitz drawing

tube (x86). Boundaries of the subnuclei were drawn and the

location of neurons, identified by Nissl staining, was

recorded the graph paper. Neurons were then counted and

expressed as the number of neurons per em which is

equivalent to "n" neurons/3.6 x 10 3 jllll2. Eight such counts

were made per subnucleus per animal. The mean of the 8

counts was calculated and expressed as the neuronal density

of that subnucleus for that animal. Finally, the neuronal

densi ty of the subnuclei for the animals wi thin a group was

calculated by finding the mean value of the individual

values per animal.

5. Blood Vessel Study

Male WKYs and SHRs at 4 and 12 weeks of age (4 animals

per group) were anestheti zed with ether. The chests were
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opened and the rats were perfused through the left

ventricle with one-half strength Karnovsky fixative (see

appendix 2.1>. Brains were removed and trimmed; brainstems

were placed into fresh fixative. After one-half to one

hour the brainstems were sliced into approximately 0.5 mm

slices with blade at the level of the NTS. The

slices replaced into fixative for one additional hour.

After fixation, the brain slices were processed and

embedded in Araldi te (see appendix 2.2). One-half micron

sections cut on an LKB Huxley ultra-microtome. The

sections mounted onto glass slides and stained with

toluidine blue. Only those sections which demonstrated

patent blood vessels devoid of blood were used in the

subsequent analysis.

The NC and NM subnuclei from one-half of the NTS were

projected onto centimeter graph paper with a Leitz drawing

tube (x166). For each of the subnuclei in each animal, two

sections were analyzed, one from the caudal half of the

subnucleus and the other from the rostral half. In each

case, the blood vessels from an area of 5.4 X 10 4 u m2 were

drawn Blood vessels of 10 u m or less in diameter

were then counted for each section. No attempt was made to

distinguish between capillaries or venules.
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RESULTS

1. Rat colonies

1.1. Blood pressures

The mean arterial pressures (MAPs) of the WKY and SHR

colonies from which experimental animals were used

plotted in figure 7. Blood pressure measurements made

on vma Le rats at 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age.

At 4 weeks, there was no significant difference

between the MAPs of WKYs and SHRs (85 ± 7 rom Hg and 83 ± 2

rom Hg, respectively). At both 8 and 12 weeks, however, the

MAPs of the SHRs were significantly higher than those of

the WKYs. At 8 weeks, the MAPs were 92 ± 6 rom Hg and 111

7 rom Hg for WKYs and SHRs, respectively. At 12 weeks, MAPs

were 98 ± 7 Hg and 124 ± 16 rom Hg for WKYs and SHRs,

respecti vely •

1. 2. weights

The weights of WKYs and SHRs at 2, 4, 8, and 12

weeks of age are plotted in figure 8 .

There no significant difference between the

weights of the two strains at any of the ages studied. The

greatest increase in weight in both strains occurred

between 4 and 8 weeks. For example, 4 week WKYs weighing

50 ± 16 gm increased to a weight of 166 ± 24 gm by 8 weeks.

WKYs and SHRs at 12 weeks of age attained weights of 185 ±

28 gm and 201 ± 53 gm, respectively.
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Figure 7: Mean arterial pressures (MAPs) (rom Hg) in

Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) (white bars) and spontaneously

hypertensive rats (SHR) (stippled bars) at 4, 8 and 12

weeks of age. Number of an imal s used: 4 weeks, WKY = 5,

SHR = 5; 8 weeks, WKY = 9, SHR = 7; 12 weeks, WKY = 6, SHR

= 11. (xx = significant difference; p < 0.05) •

Figure 8 : Mean weights (gm) of Wi star-Kyoto (WKY) (white

bars) and spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) (stippled

bars) at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. Number of animals

used: 2 weeks, WKY = 18; SHR = 14; 4 weeks, WKY = 22; SHR

12; 8 weeks, WKY = 11, SHR = 11; 12 weeks, WKY = 11, SHR

11.
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2. Study of the metabolism in NC and NM

2.1. 2DG controls

In order to determine whether the 2DG component of

H-2DG has an effect on blood pressure,

pentobarbital-anestheti zed male WKYs and SHRs at 4, 8, and

12 weeks of age were administered unlabelled 2DG; blood

pressures were recorded at time zero, at 10 minutes

intervals, and again after 45 minutes. Results are shown

in table 1. The changes in MAP between time zero and 45

minutes are given for each group of animals in the top part

of the table.

In the 4 and 12 weeks rats (both WKYs and SHRs) blood

pressure had shifted after 45 minutes to a point lower than

that at time zero. In the 8 week rats (both WKYs and

SHRs), the blood pressure was at a level slightly higher

than the level at time zero.

To determine whether the blood pressure changes would

occur even in the absence of 2DG, a sham control study was

carried out. Five 13 week male WKYs were treated before

except that physiological saline administered in the

place of 2DG. The change in MAP for the group after 45

minutes was -6 ± 12 rom Hg (see table 1). As a comparison,

the mean of the MAP drift for all animals which received

2DG was also calculated (-1 ± 13 rom Hg).

Thus there was no significant difference between the

MAP shift found after 2DG administration in any of the age

groups or in the total shift of all animals and the shift
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Table 1 : Results of control study for 2-deoxyglucose (2DG)

showing the mean change in mean arterial pressure (MAP)

between time zero and 45 minutes after administration of

2DG in pentobarbi tal-anestheti zed WKYs and SHRs of 4, 8,

and 12 weeks of age . The mean change for all of the

animals combined and the mean in a group of WKYs which

administered physiolog ical saline in the place of 2DG are

shown in the lower part of the table .

Mean Change in MAP ( rom Hg )

4 week 8 week 12 week

WKY - 9 ± 3 +1 ± 11 -2 ± 5

(n=5 ) (n=9 ) (n = 7 )

SHR -3 ± 6 +6 ± 11 -3 ± 1 4

(n=5 ) (n=7 ) (n= 4 )

Total +1 ± 13

n=3 7 )

Sham -6 ± 12

(n=5)
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f o und when saline alone was administered (Student's t

test) .

2.2. Blank autoradiographical controls

Since no isotope was used in this control study,

artifacts caused by the autoradiographical technique

itself, either physical or chemical, determined.

When silver grains present the control

sections, they were observed in the following areas (see

figures 9 to 11):

1) along the periphery of the sections,

2) in tears of the tissue which had been formed

during sectioning,

3) in the central canal of the brainstem, although

the density of grains in the central canal was less than

that in the tears the sections,

4) in where adhesion was poor,

5) in the AP

6) large neurons such as in XII,

The presence of silver grains appeared to depend

the drying process of the section on the slide. Of the

four sections mounted per slide those sections which had

their drying process interrupted several times and thus had

longer drying periods showed more artifact grains than

those which had no (or only one) interruption in their

drying process.
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Figures 9 to 11: Blank autoradiographical controls used to

demonstrate accumulation of artifact silver grains due to

stress forces when no isotope was present. Cresyl fast

violet.

Figure 9: Artifact grains formed along the periphery of

the sections and in tears of the tissue formed during

sectioning. (xlOO)

Figure 10: Artifact grains formed in the area postrema

(AP), seen in the left portion of this photograph. (x664).
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Figure 11 : Artifact silver grains formed over large neurons

when drying of the thaw-mounted sections was prolonged.

Note absence of artifact grains fibre tracts.

A. Neurons in the central reticular formation. (x664).

B. Neurons in the hypoglossal nucleus. (x664).
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In general, if no accumulation of grains over cell

bodies was present in these blank controls, grain density

in other parts of the section, with the exception of tears

and edges of the section, very low.

Artifact grains over the NTS were always very small in

in number whereas they were more numerous over XII when

drying of that section was interrupted two or three times.

Fibre tracts showed no artifact grain accumulation (see

fig. 11 ). Background silver grains off the sections were

insignificant.

2.3. General uptake of 3 H- 2DG in experimental sections

2.3.1. Animals 4 weeks of age and older

Uptake of 3 H- 2DG into the brainstems of rats 4 weeks

of age and older was not uniform in a transverse plane.

Certain areas such XII and the inferior olive demonstrated

higher uptake levels than the surrounding The NTS

and DMN consistently showed a lower level of ~-2DG uptake

than their surrounding areas. A sharp border formed by

sil ver grains was always seen between XII and NTSjDMN (fig.

12, A and B).

Fibre tracts such as the rootlets of XII and internal

arcuate fibres were clearly delineated by silver grains

(fig. 13 , A and B). This specific localization of 3H- 2DG

prominent in 8 and 12 week animals than in 4 week

animals. Locali zation of 3H- 2DG not observed to be

higher in cell perikarya than in the surrounding neuropil.
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Figure 12: Autoradiograms to demonstrate the sharp border

formed by silver grains between XII and NTSjDMN in

experimental slides. (XII = hypoglossal nucleus; NTS

nucleus tractus soli tari us; DMN = dorsal motor nucleus of

the vagus nerve; top of micrograph = dorsal; bottom of

micrograph = ventral).

A. Light-field micrograph. Cresyl fast violet, x664

B. Dark-field micrograph, x344
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Figure 13 A, B: Darkfield photographs of the rootlets of

XII to demonstrate uptake of 3H- 2DG into fibre tracts.

(x334) •
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2.3.2. Animals of 2 weeks

Differences in uptake of 3H- 2DG into the various

reg ions of the brainstems of 2 week rats were not as

pronounced as they were in the older animals. Uptake

more generalized in the 2 week animals so that specific

nuclei did not stand out in the autoradiograms, either

because of a higher silver grain density such as XII or

because of a lower silver grain density such as the NTS.

Thus the border between XII and NTSjDMN formed by the

silver grains was not as evident as it was in the older

animals.

Localized 3H- 2DG uptake by fibre tracts was not

observed in the 2 week animals. As in the older animals,

uptake of 3H- 2DG into cell perikarya was not observed to be

higher than into the surrounding neuropil.

2.3.3. Artifacts

Experimental slides displayed the same types of

artifact silver grain accumulation did the blank

controls where no isotope was present (see previous

section) . The density of grains at the edges of the

exper imental sections was, by visual assessment, the

as that in the blank controls.
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2.4. Development of metabolic requirements in the

"cardiovascular" NTS

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate typical autoradiograms of

the NC and NM in a 2 week WKY and a 2 week SHR.

Autoradiograms of the two subnuclei were similar at all

ages studied. 3H- 2DG uptake was quantified in the NC and

NM of WKYs and SHRs at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. Data

are plotted in figures 16 and 17.

2.4.1. NC

In the WKYs, 3H- 2DG uptake decreased between 2 and 4

weeks (144 ± 25 to 41 ± 11). At 8 weeks , 3H- 2DG uptake

increased to a level similar to that at 2 weeks (155 ± 56).

By 12 weeks, the uptake had once again decreased to a level

similar to that at 4 weeks (52 ± 29) .

Uptake of 3H- 2DG into the NC of SHRs generally

followed the same trends as the WKYs did. That is, a

decrease from 2 to 4 weeks was followed by an increase at 8

weeks and a decrease at 12 weeks. At 2 and 4 weeks,

however, the 3H- 2DG uptake significantly higher in the

SHR compared with the WKY. At 8 and 12 weeks, uptake in

the SHR was not significantly different from that in the

WKY (two-tailed t test).

2.4.2. NM

As in the NC, 3H- 2DG in the NM of the WKYs decreased

between 2 and 4 weeks (154 ± 32 to 37 ± 25). At 8 weeks,
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Fig. 14 A, B: Typical autoradiograms from the nucleus

commissuralis of a 2 week WKY (A) and a 2 week SHR (B).

Locali zation of 3H- 2DG is demonstrated by the presence of

black silver grains. Cresyl fast violet, x334
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Fig. 15 A, B: Typical autoradiograms from the nucleus

medialis of a 2 week WKY (A) and a 2 week SHR (B).

Locali zation of 3H- 2DG is demonstrated by the presence of

black sil ver grai ns , Cresyl fast violet, x334
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Figure 16 : Relative metabolic activity in the nucleus commissuralis (NC) in WKYs (white

bars) and SHRs (stippled bars) at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. ( xx = significant

difference; p <0.05, two-tailed t test).
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Figure 17 : Relative metabolic activity in the nucleus medialis (NM) in WKYs (white bars)

and SHRs (stippled bars) at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age.
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uptake increased (133 64) and at 12 weeks, it decreased

ag ai n ( 32 9 ) .

Uptake of 3 H-2DG into the NM of SHRs was not

significantly different from that of the WKYs at any of the

age groups studied (two-tailed t test).

3. Neuronal Densities

Neuronal densities were measured in the NC and NM of

WKYs and SHRs at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. Data were

expressed as "n" neurons/3.6 x 10 3 pm2 and are plotted in

figures 18 and 19.

3.1. NC

In the WKYs, the density of neurons in the NC

decreased as the animals matured. From 13.02 ± 0.76

neurons at 2 weeks of age, the density of neurons decreased

linearly to 9.11 ± 0.95 neurons at 12 weeks of age.

The neuronal density in the NC of 2 and 4 weeks SHRs

the same as that of the WKYs at the corresponding ages.

However, at 8 and 12 weeks of age the neuronal densities in

the SHRs significantly higher than in the WKYs. The

density of neurons in the NC of SHRs did not change after 4

weeks of age.

3.2. NM

In the WKYs, as was the case for the NC, the neuronal

densi ty in the NM decreased as the animals matured. From
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Figure 18 : Density of neurons in the nucleus comrnissuralis (NC) in WKYs (white bars) and

SHRs (stippled bars) at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. (xxx = significant difference; p <

0.005, two-tailed t test).
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Figure 19 : Density of neurons in the nucleus medialis (NM) in WKYs (white bars) and SHRs

(stippled bars) at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age. ( x , xx = significant difference; x: p <
0.05; xx: p<0.025).
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14.49 ± 0.77 neurons at 2 weeks of age, the neuronal

densi ty decreased to 10.54 ± 1.22 neurons at 12 weeks of

age.

The density of neurons in the NM of 2 week SHRs was

not significantly different from that of 2 week WKYs. At

4, 8, and 12 weeks, however, the neuronal densities in the

SHRs were significantly higher than in the WKYs at the

corresponding ages. As in the WKYs, the neuronal density

in the NM of the SHRs decreased as the animals matured.

From 15.86 ± 1. 26 neurons at 2 weeks of age, the density of

neurons in the SHRs decreased to 12.31 ± 0.53 neurons.

4. Blood vessel quantification

The number of exchange vessels in the NC and NM of 4

and 12 week male WKYs and SHRs was quantified. Counts for

all sections are tabled in appendix 3. A photograph

demonstrating the quantification of the exchange vessels is

also shown in appendix 3. Grouped data are shown in table

2.

In each group of animals it was found that there was

significant difference between counts made from any

level of the two subnuclei studied (Student's t test).

Therefore, the data from all levels in all animals wi thin a

group were pooled ("NC and NM" column in table 2). At both

4 and 12 weeks of age, there was no significant difference

between the number of exchange vessels in the WKYs and

SHRs. To determine whether the number of vessels at 12



Table 2: Numbers of exchange vessels in the nucleus

commissuralis (NC) and nucleus medialis (NM) of four- and

twelve-week WKYs and SHRs

Age Strain NC NM NC and Total

(weeks) NM

WKY 28 ± 3 27 ± 4

( n = 7 ) ( n = 6 ) 27 ± 4

SHR 30 ± 3 30 ± 5 29 ± 4

I n = 8 ) ( n = 7) 30 ± 4

12 WKY 33 ± 3 35 ± 4

( n = 8 ) (n = 8 ) 34 ± 4

SHR 32 ± 33 ± 5 33 ± 5

(n = 8 ) ( n = 8 ) 32 ± 5
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weeks was different from that at 4 weeks, the data from

both strains at each age were combined ("total" column in

table 2). Although the number of vessels at 12 weeks (33

5) tends to be greater than at 4 weeks of age (29 ± 4), the

difference does not reach a level of significance (5%).
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DISCUSSION

The results of this investigation have demonstrated

that the metabolic requirements in the NTS subnuclei, NC

and NM, are not constant in the rat between 2 and 12 weeks

of age. A high level of metabolic acti vi ty was found at 2

and 8 weeks; a lower level was found at 4 and 12 weeks.

The same trends of metabolic requirements found in the

spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR); however, the relative

metabolic acti vity in the NC of 2 and 4 week SHRs was

signif icantly higher than in the normotensive rats. The

differences in metabolic requirements in the young SHRs

were not related to differences in neuronal densities or

exchange vessel capacities at the ages in question. The

significance of the above results will be discussed. In

addition, an evaluation of the techniques used to obtain

these results will be presented.

1. Route of administration of the 3 H-2DG

1.1. Intraperitoneal vers~s intravenous administration

Until recently, the i. v , route of administration of

labelled 2DG was used exclusively. The restraining and

cannulation procedures necessary for L, v , administration,

however, restricted the use of the 2DG technique to certain

types of studies. In 1980, Meibach et al. (131)

conclusively demonstrated that Lp. injection of labelled

2DG yielded results identical to those after I , v.
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injection. These findings were subsequently confirmed

(158). Thus, conscious, unrestrained animals under normal

physiological conditions could now be given a pulse of

labelled 2DG without the restraints made necessary by i. v ,

administration.

1. 2. Anesthetic effects

Most barbiturates, including pentobarbital, lower

glucose and oxygen consumption in the brain (22, 73, 143,

157, 163, 202, 218). It has been demonstrated that

cerebral cortical glucose utilization is depressed to a

level 44% below the normal rate when cerebral pentobarbital

levels exceed 50 mg/kg of tissue (42). Such an effect

would likely reduce or mask possible differences which

of interest in the developmental metabolic study of the

present investigation.

A control study was carried out to determine whether

the 2DG has an effect on blood pressure. A blood pressure

change did occur after 45 minutes, during which the rats

were anesthetized with pentobarbital. Therefore a sham

control study was carried out; it demonstrated that the

blood pressure change occurred in the absence of 2DG.

A decrease in blood pressure during pentobarbital

anesthesia has been reported in the literature (27, 73,

142, 197). Since other variables had not been introduced

into these control studies, it was concluded that the

observed shift in blood pressure was caused by the
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pentobarbital anesthes ia. Since one of the major

objectives of the present study was to determine whether

metabolic development i n the NTS was altered during the

development of hypertension, an anesthesia-induced change

in blood pressure was considered to be best avoided.

1.3. Summary

Because of the ease of administration, and especially

to avoid the depressant effects that anesthesia has on

glucose utilization in the brain and on blood pressure, the

intraperi toneal route of 3 H-2DG administration, where

animals would be consc ious and unrestrained, was used in

the present study.

2. The thaw-mount technique

The thaw-mount technique employed in the present study

has been widely used far 3 H-2DG autoradiography. Besides

being less tedious than freeze-drying methods, the

thaw-mount procedure ensures more even contact between the

tissue section and emu1sion. It has been demonstrated

(122, 204) that frozen sections thaw-mounted onto

emulsion-coated slides can be air-dried at room temperature

wi thout out loss of resolution quality due to movement of

3 H-2DG-6-phosphate dur i.ng the drying process. In the

present study, the dryi.ng time of the sections the

emulsion was sUbstantially less than in previous studies

using this technique and was achieved by using a small fan
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which directed room air

drying time, then, gave

the sections. This shorter

greater assurance that

locali zation of the water-soluble H-2DG-6-phosphate,

formed as a result of metabolic activity, would be

preserved.

Two cr iter ia were used to determi ne whether the

3H-2DG-6-phosphate had diffused from its site of formation

(63). First, edges of sections were studied to determine

whether grain densities might be changed as a result of

diffusion of the 3H-2DG-6-phosphate out of the section.

The grain density at the periphery of experimental sections

not different than that at the periphery of control

sections where isotope was present. Therefore, it was

concluded that the 3H-2-DG-6-phosphate had not diffused out

of the sections. Second, it was found that, within the

sections themselves, boundar ies between areas of high and

low grain densities were sharp. For example, a sharp

border formed by silver grains was always seen between XII

and NTS/DMN. One would not expect to find these distinct

borders if diffusion of the 3H-2-DG-6-phosphate had

occurred since movement of this compound from an of

high concentration to one of lower concentration would

obliterate the sharpness. Therefore, it was concluded that

the 3H-2DG-6-phosphate had not undergone diffusion wi thin

the sections.
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3. Autoradiographical artifacts

Stress forces are the most commonly encountered

of the formation of artifact silver grains in

autoradiography (168). Blank control sections, in which

isotope was present, were used in the present study to

assess the influence of these and other factors on the

autoradiograms. In general, artifact grains were present

along edges of the sections where the tissue would undergo

the greatest stress during the drying process ( eq , along

the periphery of the sections, in tears formed during

sectioning, and in the central canal when it was present).

Artifact grains also formed where adhesion was poor,

where, presumably, stress forces would also be high.

In the blank controls, four sections were mounted

each slide. It was consistently found that the highest

density of artifact grains was found in the two sections

which were mounted first and thus would have had their

drying stream of air interrupted two or three times as

sections were mounted on the same slide. The section with

least silver grains the section which was mounted last

and would thus have had no interruptions in its drying

process. That is, of the four sections, the one mounted

last would have had the shortest drying time. Artifact

grains in the latter section were limited only to edges and

tears in the section. Therefore, in order to minimi ze the

formation of artifact silver grains in the subsequent
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experimental slides and to restrict them to areas which

were not of interest in the present study ( Le , edges and

tears), no more than one section was mounted per slide.

This procedure ensured the shortest drying time for that

section.

4. General metabolic requirements

4.4.1. Cellular locali zation

Cellular localization of 3H-2DG-6-phosphate in

not observed to occur in the present study. This

finding is in agreement with the information in the

li terature which suggests that such locali zation would not

be expected to occur when specific external stimulation is

not applied. For example, it has been estimated that

nearly half of the brain's energy requirement is used for

the maintenance and restoration of ionic gradients and

membrane potentials in neuronal processes (219), and that

therefore, electrical activity is the physical process

which is most involved with functional acti vity (201, 223).

It has also been suggested that alterations in the

metabolic activity of synaptic terminals are responsible

for the changes in brain glucose utili zation which occur in

response to altered functional activity (60, 184-186, 201,

220). In addition, the contribution of glial tissue should

not be excluded from the consideration of energy

requirements by nervous tissue. Glial cells are known to

be involved in such energy-dependent functions as the
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synthesis and transport of proteins into axons (71, 117)

and the accumulation of extracellular potassium that is

released during neural activity (81, 86).

Differential labelling of neuronal perikarya has been

demonstrated after intense external stimulation. Bassinger

et ale (13) demonstrated label over bipolar neurons in the

goldfish retina after a stimulus of flashing lights. Also

using the visual system, Wagner et ale (211) demonstrated

cell ular locali zation of 3 H-2DG over the neurons of

specif ic layers of the cat visual cortex after intense

visual stimulation.

The above studies suggest that in the normal state of

functional maintenance in the brain, glucose uptake is as

acti ve in the neuropil in the neuronal perikarya. In

special systems such as the visual system, and under

specific stimulation, however, it appears that the glucose

requirements of neuronal perikarya may exceed that of the

surrounding neuropil.

Recently, Pilgrim & Wagner (158) demonstrated cellular

locali zation of silver grains over neurons from

unstimulated brain using the thaw-mount technique. They

were unable to find locali zation from the same type of

tissue which had been resin-embedded. Whether the cellular

localization seen is a result of true 3 H-2DG-6-phosphate

locali zation or is merely artifact is questionable. In the

unlabelled controls of the present study described

previously, artifact grains were formed over larger
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neuronal perikarya (eg. XII) when the drying time was

extended. These neurons, therefore, appear to be

susceptible to the stress forces which cause artifact

grains to be formed. It is possible, therefore, that the

cellular localization described by Pilgrim & Wagner (158)

is, in fact, the accumulation of artifact grains due to

stress forces. Presumably, their technique of

thaw-mounting and refreezing of sections would generate

considerable stress forces in the tissue. In support of

this is their finding that the "2DG-accumulating cells"

found predominantly in periventricular areas (ie.

along edges), the same types of areas which demonstrated

the greatest number of artifact grains in the control

sections of the present study. In addition, in

resin-embedded sections, where stress forces at a

minimum, cellular locali zation of silver grains was not

found.

4.2. Fibre tracts

Some fibre tracts, in particular the rootlets of XII

and the internal arcuate fibres, demonstrated clear uptake

of 3 H- 2DG in the present study. That this locali zation

not autoradiographic artifact was proven with the

unlabelled control sections in which accumulation of

artifact silver grains over fibre tracts was never seen.

Uptake of 3H- 2DG into fibre tracts of nervous tissue has

not been addressed to any extent in the literature.
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However, it has been reported (58) that such uptake is

localized primarily over the myelin sheath and not the

axon proper. This finding once again suggests,

stated previously, that the energy requirements of glial

tissue should not be overlooked.

4.3. NTS versus other areas

The uptake of 3 H- 2DG into the NTS and DMN was

consistently lower (to varying extents) than into

surrounding areas such as XII. Several reports in the

Li terature have demonstrated the same pattern of relati ve

uptake into the NTS. For example, using 14C- 2DG, Singer &

Mehler (194) showed autoradiograms which clearly

demonstrate a lower density of silver grains in the NTS

relative to XII. The same phenomenon has been demonstrated

wi th 'H-2DG (63). In a series of studies by Savaki et ale

(179-180), the uptake of 14C- 2DG into the NTS was slightly

less than or equal to the uptake into adjacent areas. Only

study has reported a greater uptake of 14C- 2DG into

NTS than into the adjacent XII (84). Data were expressed

as rates of glucose utilization, but no autoradiograms were

shown from which direct conclusions about relative 14C-2DG

uptake could be made.

Therefore, the present study is in agreement with most

of the previous studies which suggest that the metabolic

requirements of the NTS are lower than or equal to those of

adjacent areas.
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4.4. Ontogeny of metabolic requirements in the rat

brainstem

Metabolic development in the brainstem had not been

studied with the H-2DG technique prior to the present

investigation. In general, the pattern of 3H- 2DG uptake

into the brainstem at the levels studied did not change

after 8 weeks. Uptake appeared to be more localized into

specific nuclei and fibre tracts than in younger animals.

The uptake of 3H- 2DG into the brainstems of 4 week animals

differed from the older animals only in the locali zation of

3H- 2DG in fibre tracts. Although this locali zation was

present, it was not as prominent in the 4 week animals

in the older animals. The uptake of 3H- 2DG into the

brainstems of 2 week animals was more uniform than in older

animals: specific nuclei and fibre tracts were not

delineated by silver grains.

The differences in 3 H- 2DG uptake which occurred as the

rats matured suggests that energy requirements in the

brainstem change as development occurs. For example,

myelination in the rat is not complete until after 3 to 4

weeks (161, 164). The lack of 3H-2DG uptake into fibre

tracts at 2 weeks and the beginning of this phenomenon at 4

weeks found in the present study lends support to the

suggestion that myelin sheaths have greater energy demands

than the axons which they surround (58). In addition, the

uniform uptake of 3 H- 2DG into the brainstems of the 2
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week rats may suggest that a high proportion of the total

energy requirement at this phase in development is used in

the processes of growth of the bra i ns t em, In the older

animals where maturation is near or at completion, on the

other hand, the greater proportion of the energy

requirement may be used for functional purposes as is

suggested by the more locali zed uptake of 3H- 2DG into

nuclei ' and fibre tracts.

5. Metabolic development in the NC and NM

5.1. The use of the hypoglossal nucleus as an internal

standard

Inherent to the technique of autoradiography are

var iations such as differences in emulsion thickness,

development time, etc., which, if not corrected for,

introduce error when quantification of silver grains is

required. In order to eliminate this error from the

present investigation, an internal standard for each

section was used against which the grain counts from the NC

and NM of the NTS were corrected.

The hypog lossal nucleus was chosen as the internal

standard for four reasons. First, this nucleus is not

likely to be involved in cardiovascular control. Thus,

changes in blood pressure, either in the WKYs or the SHRs,

would not be expected to have any effect on the uptake of

3 H- 2DG into the hypoglossal nucleus. Second, since the

hypoglosal nucleus is located very near to the NTS,
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conditions of autoradiography would likely be very similar

for the two nuclei, in contrast to a nucleus located near

the edge of the section, for instance, where stress forces

would be different from those near the centre. Third, the

hypoglossal nuceus is present at all levels of the NTS

which were of interest in the present study. Finally, it

has been shown (84) that the metabolic activity in the

hypoglossal nucleus of 4 week WKYs is the same as that in

SHRs of the same age. Thus, after consideration of the

above factors, the hypoglossal nucleus was deemed to be the

best choice for an internal standard.

There is one disadvantage in using an internal

standard from the developing brainstem: one cannot be

certain that the metabolic requirements of the internal

standard remain in a steady state throughout the entire

period under study. Thus an alteration in the metabolic

activity of the standard could be a possible source of

error in the final interpretation of results.

5.2. Relative metabolic activity

Developmentally, the relative metabolic activity in

the NC and NM followed the same trends in the WKYs and

SHRs. A decrease from 2 to 4 weeks was followed by an

increase at 8 weeks and a decrease at 12 weeks. The two

phases of metabolic acti vity in the NC and NM (2 and 4

weeks versus 8 and 12 weeks) may, as was suggested earlier,

reflect different energy requirements in the brain stern as
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development occurs. The first phase may result from

decreasing requirements which may occur as developmental

changes occur less frequently. The second phase, where

development is virtually complete, may more closely

represent functional metabolic requirements in the NC and

NM. The reason for the increase in energy requirements

which occurred between 4 and 8 weeks of age in both strains

is not clear but may, as pointed out in the previous

section, be a reflection of an altered state of metabolic

activity in the internal standard. It is possible that the

weaning process which occurred just after 4 weeks of age

had an effect on the metabolic activity of XII between 4

and 8 weeks of age. Such a change could then be partly

responsible for the apparent increase in metabolic activity

wi thin the NC and NM between 4 and 8 weeks of age.

The NTS, in particular the subnuclei NC and NM, plays

inhibitory role in the regulation of blood pressure; in

the rat, electrical stimulation in the caudal two-thirds of

the NTS results in hypotension and lesions result in

hypertension (31, 165). Thus, it might have been

anticipated that an increase in blood pressure such as that

which occurs between 8 and 12 weeks of age would result in

an increased rate of glucose utili zation in the NTS.

However, since the energy demands of neuronal excitation

and inhibition not well defined at the present time,

alteration in glucose utilization during an increase in

blood pressure should not be assigned to a particular
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energy-requiring process "a priori". It has been suggested

(179) that the increase in glucose utilization which occurs

during hypotension may reflect decreased inhibitory input

f r om the baroreceptors and consequent increased activi ty of

disinhibited neurons. Again, the corroboration of this

suggestion must await resolution of energy requirements

which result from inhibition and excitation.

6. Neuronal densities in the NC and NM

The neuronal densities in the NC and NM of WKYs and

SHRs were quantified. In general, the density of neurons

in the NM was found to be higher than in the NC in both

strains at all ages studied.

The neuronal densities in the NC and NM of WKYs

decreased linearly as the rats matured from 2 to 12 weeks

of age. Neurons do not divide after they have been formed

during embryonic development (192). Therefore, the

apparent decrease in density which occurred as age

increased was not unexpected since the same (or smaller)

number of would be present in an ever-increasing

volume of tissue as the size of the brain increased

wi th developmen t ,

In the SHRs, the neuronal densities in both the NC and

NM differed developmentally from those in the WKYs. In the

case of the NC the neuronal densities decreased from 2 to 4

weeks of age and were not significantly different from

those of the NC in the WKYs at the corresponding ages.
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Whereas the density of in the WKYs continued to

decrease with age, the density in the NC of SHRs remained

unchanged from 4 to 12 weeks of age. Thus, the neuronal

densi ties in the NC of SHRs at 8 and 12 weeks of age were

significantly higher than those in the WKYs.

The neuronal density in the NM of the SHRs decreased

wi th development in the same way as in the WKYs. However,

at 4, 8, and 12 weeks, the densities of neurons in the SHRs

significantly higher than those in the WKYs.

It has recently been shown that the brains of WKYs

larger than the brains of SHRs at 12 weeks (141) and at 8

months of age (120). In the former study entire brains

rostral to the medullospinal junction were measured; it

found that the SHR brain volume and brain weight were 11.8%

and 10.6% below that of the WKY brain. In the latter

study, measurements in millimeters were made in different

dimensions at various locations the surface of

8-month-old WKY and SHR brains. The authors concluded that

SHRs have smaller mesencephalons and diencephalons than

WKYs, but larger metencephalons. However, a closer look at

the results reveals that the metencephalon of the SHRs

larger than that of the WKYs only in a ventro-dorsal

direction at the mid-pons level. In addition, the

measurement included the cerebellum. Thus the results of

Lehr et ale (120) disclose nothing about the si ze of the

caudal brainstem of SHRs relative to WKYs.

A general decrease in the size of the SHR brain could
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explain the differences seen in the neuronal densities of

NMs in WKYs and SHRs. That is, if the absolute number of

neurons in this is not different in WKYs and SHRs, the

relative decrease in volume available for the same number

of neurons in the SHR would cause the neuronal densities to

be higher in these animals. The lack of a significant

difference in the neuronal density of the very young

animals (2 weeks of age) may imply that differences in

brain si ze between WKYs and SHRs do not beg in to appear

until a later point in development (4 weeks of age or

older) •

The same explanation may apply in part to the NC of

WKYs and SHRs. That is, the difference in brain si ze of

the SHRs may again explain the significant differences in

the neuronal densities between the NC of the WKYs and SHRs

at 8 and 12 weeks of age. However, since the density of

neurons in the NC of the SHRs did not decrease with

development as would be expected as brain size increased,

other factors may be involved. There numerous examples

in the literature which demonstrate a correlation between

morphometr ic changes in the CNS and functional acti vi ty of

specific brain areas (15, 16, 82, 136, 139, 141, 156).

These changes include densities of cells, somal

cross-sectional areas, nucleoli numbers, and dendritic

orientation. Therefore it is possible that the observed

differences in the neuronal densities of the NCs between

SHRs and WKYs at 8 and 12 weeks of age may underlie or
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resul t from the cardiovascular abnormalities associated

wi th spontaneous hypertension in rats.

7. Exchange vessels in the NC and NM

The technique for quantifying exchange vessels in the

present study has previously been employed to study

capillary numbers in central nervous tissue (113) and

myocardium (147). In the present study, the number of

exchange vessels wi thin 5.4 X 10 4 llm2 was counted in the NC

and NM of 4 and 12 week WKYs and SHRs. It was found that

there was difference in exchange vessel density in the

NC and NM in animals wi thin a group, between strains,

between the two age groups.

Since no difference in exchange vessel density was

found between 4 and 12 week rats wi thin either strain it

appears that the adult level of maximum exchange capacity

in the NC and NM of the NTS in WKYs and SHRs is reached by

4 weeks of age. Developmentally, the nervous system of a 4

week rat is similar to that of a 12 week rat except for

relative numbers of specific components (96). Therefore

the finding of a similar density of exchange vessels at

these ages is not unexpected.

Exchange vessel density in the NC and NM .wa s not

signif icantly different between normotensive and

hypertensive rats at either 4 or 12 weeks. This finding , is

in agreement with a previous study (113) in which no

difference was found in the capillary density between
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3-month WKY and SHR cerebral cortex. These findings

suggest that the state of elevated blood pressure in SHRs

does not cause exchange vessel density in the brain to

increase or decrease.

8. General discussion

In the NC, but not in the NM, the relative metabolic

acti vity of 2 and 4 week SHRs was found to be significantly

higher than that in the normotensive WKYs. In the older

animals (8 and 12 week) no difference found between the

relati ve metabolic acti vity in the NC (or NM) of WKYs and

SHRs. It is possible that the differences which found

between the NC of young WKYs and SHRs were also present in

the NM but were not distinguishable using the method of

3 H- 2DG quantification which was used for that subnucleus.

In contrast to the NC, where a larger area was studied and

representati ve counts were made, all of the silver grains

wi thin a much smaller of the NM were counted. Because

of the smaller area of the NM and the resulting smaller

counts, final results greatly affected by

variations in counts. Thus the standard deviations in the

NM counts were greater than in the NC counts and real

differences in the metabolic acti vity of the NM between

young WKYs and SHRs may have been hidden.

To date, only one other study has addressed the

question of differences in glucose utili zation in SHR

brains compared to WKY controls (86). As in the present
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study, Hiyashi and Nakamura (86) found that 2DG uptake into

the NC of 4 weeks SHRs was significantly higher than in

WKYs; in the more rostral NTS, difference was found.

The same findings were made in 20 week rats. The latter

finding suggests a descrepancy with the results obtained

for the older animals in the present study. However, a

careful analysis of the paper by Hiyashi & Nakamura (84)

suggests that the results which they reported must be

questioned. For example, because of the lack of

histological verification it was not possible to

which part of the NC was studied. In addition, in the

large number of structures studied in their investigation

glucose utili zation was found to be unchanged or of an

increased magnitude. One must question why no structures

demonstrated a decrease in glucose utili zation, a

phenomenon which would be expected in at least a small

number of areas studied and which would be due to increased

inhi bition of those areas. Finally, the complete lack of

autoradiograms in the publication make any kind of visual

assessment of 14C- 2DG uptake into the nervous tissue

imposs i ble.

It is important to consider the possible cause ( s ) of

the differences in metabolic rates in the NC of young WKYs

and SHRs. Since the cell densities in the NC of 2 and 4

week WKYs and SHRs were found to be the same, the different

energy requirements in the NC of the two strains cannot be

explained by greater energy demands of a higher density of
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cells. In the same way, since the maximum exchange vessel

capaci ty was found to be the same in the NC of 4 week WKYs

and SHRs, the different rates of metabolic acti vity cannot

be explained by an altered capacity of blood supply in the

SHRs.

If the first phase of metabolic activity found in the

present study (2 to 4 weeks) does reflect developmental

metabolic needs, was suggested earlier, the difference

in relative metabolic activity found in the young rats may

indicate a developmental defect in the NC of SHRs. Such a

defect could concei vably play an important role in the

subsequent development of hypertension in SHRs. For

example, it has been found that the NC is the area of the

NTS which contains axo-axonic contacts, the sites where

regulation of baroreceptor reflexes are thought to occur

through presynaptic inhibition (33). Developmental

alterations in the numbers or structure of these contacts

might trigger or allow the development of hypertension in

SHRs.

If developmental metabolic requirements are not

responsible for the differences in metabolic activity in

young SHRs, different rates of functional activities (eg.

transmission, maintenance, et.c , ) must be considered. Since

the relative rates of metabolism in the NTS of SHRs were no

longer different at 8 and 12 weeks of age, the differences

in functional acti vi ties which may be present in the 2 and

4 weeks SHRs must no longer be present from 8 weeks
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onwards.

Both of the above arguments lend support to the

neurogenic hypothesis for the development of spontaneous

hypertension (98-100, 222). According to the hypothesis,

increases in blood pressure in SHRs occur because of

increased vasomotor tone in young SHRs at the initial stage

of hypertension. The altered tone is hypothesized to be

caused by an abnormality which exists somewhere wi thin the

central nervous system and which triggers the development

of hypertension but which may no longer be present in the

established phase of hypertension. The increased neural

tone may then enhance the metabolism of noncollagenous

protein. This increase leads to medial hypertrophy in the

vasculature. The hypertension itself enhances collagenous

protein metabolism so that changes in the vasculature

finally increase the nonneural component of peripheral

vascular resistance and maintain the blood pressure in its

elevated state. That the hypothesized abnormality exists

in the NC of the NTS of SHRs cannot be concluded from the

present study. However, regardless of the exact location

or nature of the abnormality, it can be concluded that it

is, at the very least, expressed in the NC by virtue of the

extensive connections between the NC and other CNS

structures which are involved in the regulation of blood

pressure.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The ontogeny of metabolic requirements was studied

in two subnuclei of the rat NTS, the nucleus commissuralis

(NC) and nucleus medialis (NM), using the 3H-2-deoxy

D-glucose (3H- 2DG) technique whereby the uptake of 3H- 2DG

was quantified with autoradiography. The metabolic

activity in the NC and NM was not constant between 2 and 12

weeks of age. A high level of metabolic acti vi ty at 2 and

8 weeks and a lower level of activi ty at 4 and 12 weeks

were found. The two phases of metabolic requirements

suggest that energy requirements in the NC and NM change

development occurs.

2. The ontogeny of metabolic requirements in the NC

and NM was studied in the SHR to determine whether energy

requirements in these subnuclei were altered during the

development of hypertension. The same trends of metabolic

requirements seen in the normotensive rats were found in

the SHRs; however the relative metabolic activity in the NC

of 2 and 4 week SHRs was significantly higher than in the

normotensive WKYs.

3. The differences in metabolic requirements in the

young SHRs were not related to differences in neuronal

densi ties or exchange vessel capacities. These findings

suggest that a deviation from the normal, either

developmental or functional, occurs in the brains of young,

prehypertensi ve SHRs. This alteration may serve to trigger
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the onset of hypertension development but may not

necessarily be present to maintain the conditions in older

animals.

4. In both WKYs and SHRs, 3H- 2DG uptake was more

generalized in the brainstems of 2 week animals than in

older animals. At 4 weeks and older, uptake of 3H- 2DG

more local i zed, again suggesting that energy

requirements in the brainstem change as development occurs.

A higher proportion of the total energy requirements in the

brainstems of very young rats may be used in the processes

of growth, whereas in the older rats, a higher proportion

may be used for functional purposes.

5. Developmentally, difference was found in

exchange vessel densities in NC and NM between 4- and

12-week-old rats, between the NC and NM at either age,

between WKYs and SHRs.

6. A quantification of neuronal densities in the NC

and NM of WKYs and SHRs revealed that the density of

neurons in the NM is generally higher than in the NC. As

expected, the densities in the WKYs decreased linearly as

the rats matured. The same finding was made in the NM of

SHRs but not in the NC where the neuronal density did not

decrease. This difference may underlie or result from the

cardiovascular abnormalities associated with spontaneous

hypertension in rats.
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APPENDICES

1. 2-deoxyglucose and ~-2-deoxyglucose dosages

1.1. 2DG

Maximum dosage of 14C- 2DG (130) 150 ~Ci/kg

0.150 mCi/kg

Molecular weight of 2DG 164.2 gm

14 C- 2DG is purchased at a specific activity of 50 mCi/mmol.

Therefore, 0.150 mCi/kg 0.003 mmol/kg

50 mCi/mmol

0.003 mmol/kg x 0.1642 gm/mmol 0.0004926 gm/kg

0.5 mg/kg

Therefore, the concentration of the 2DG must be less

than 0.5 mg/kg body weight in order to be present in trace

amounts.

1.2. 3 H- 2DG

14 C- 2DG is purchased at a specific activity of 50

mCi/mmol and 3 H- 2DG is purchased at a specific activity of

50 Ci/mmol. Since 3H- 2DG has approximately 1000x more

activity than 14 C- 2DG, greater activity can be administered

to the experimental animals without exceeding the maximum

allowable dosage of the 2DG itself. A dosage of

200 ~Ci/100 gm body weight of 3 H- 2DG is well under the

maximum dosage.
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2. Processing for Thin sections

2.1. Half-strength Karnovsky fixative

L, Add 20 ml of distilled water to 2 gm

paraformaldehyde and heat to 60°C.

ii. Use a few drops of concentrated NaOH to clear the

solution. Cool.

iii. Add 10 ml of 25% glutaraldehyde and make up to

60 ml with distilled water.

iv. Bring to 100 ml with 0.2M sodium cacodylate

buffer. The pH should be 7.2.

Note: Sodium cacodylate buffer may be replaced by

phosphate buffer when thin sections are required.

2.2. Embedding

i. Fix in half-strength Karnovsky fixative for 1 to 2

hours.

ii. Wash in 5.4% sucrose buffer for 30 min. Tissue

be stored in the buffer under refrigeration.

iii. Postfix in osmium tetroxide: sodium cacodylate

buffer (1:1> for one hour. Use 2% osmium tetroxide and a

0.2M stock solution of sodium cacodylate buffer.

iv. wash in O.lM sodium cacodylate buffer for 30 min.

Stain en bloc with uranyl acetate (saturated

solution in 50% alcohol) for one hour.

vi. Dehydrate by passing the tissue through graded

alcohols (50%, 70%, 90%, 100%), 30 min each.

vii. Clear in 100% acetone for 15 to 20 min.
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viii. Soak in Araldite/acetone (1:1) for 24 hours.

ix. Infiltrate with Araldite for about 6 hours.

Embed in capsule. Place the capsule into a 60 DC

oven overnight longer.

2.3. 0.2M Sodium Cacodylate Buffer

i. Dissolve 4.28 gm of sodium cacodylate in 70 ml

distilled water.

ii. Buffer with 0.5% HCl so that the pH is between 7.4

and 7.6: dilute to 100 ml with distilled water. The pH

should decrease slightly.

iii. Add NaOH (1.0 N) to obtain the desired pH.

2.4. 5.4% Sucrose in O.lM Buffer

50 ml of 0.2M sodium cacodylate buffer

50 ml distilled water

5.4 gm sucrose

Dissolve the sucrose in the O.lM buffer.

2.5. Araldite Preparation

Epoxy resin (Araldite CY212) 10.0 parts by weight

DDSA (2,4, 6-tr i (dimethylaminomethyl) phenol)

10.0 parts by weight

Dibutyl Phthalate 1. 0 part by weight

DMP-30 <Dodecenylsuccinic anhydride)

0.4 part by weight

Polymerization: 60 0
- 24 hours
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0

- 2 to 3 days

3. Quantification of Exchange Vessels

Figure 20 (A and B) is an example of the semi-thin

sections used to quanti tate the exchange vessel s in the NC.

The rectangle within which vessels were counted represents

area of 5.4 x 10 4 ~m2.

Tables 3 and 4 contain the counts of exchange vessels

for all sections studied from WKYs and SHRs of 4 and 12

weeks of age .
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Figure 20 A, B: Photographs of semi-thin sections to

demonstrate the quantification of exchange vessels in the

NC. Toluidine blue.

A. Low-power micrograph (xlOO) to demonstrate the general

appearance of the semi-thin section.

B. Micrograph of the NC medial to the tractus solitarius

wi th rectangular border wi thin which exchange vessels were

counted. (x334).
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Table 3: Numbers of exchange vessels in the nucleus

commissuralis (NC) and nucleus medialis (NM) of four-week

WKYs and SHRs

strain Number NC NM Strain Number NC NM

24 25 31 32

27 22 28 29

26 22 32

WKY 30 31 SHR 34 35

30 28 35

31 26 32 30

25 32 27 33

26 23

Means S. D. 28 27 30 30

±3 ±4 ±3 ±5
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Table 4: Numbers of exchange vessels in the nucleus

commissuralis (NC) and nucleus medialis (NM) of twelve-week

WKYs and SHRs

Strain Number NC NM Strain Number NC NM

36 34 32 38

31 38 28 28

34 36 34 29

WKY 38 32 SHR 28 40

30 41 29 25

32 37 35 36

35 28 43 34

29 34 25 33

Means S.D. 33 35 32 33

±3 ±4 ±6 ±5
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